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United States Supreme Court Ohio Gorged with Ice as it President Taft Addresses War Department Grants ReHost of Reformers at
Has Never Been
Decides an Important
quest of Adjutant General
R. A. Ford
Before
Washington
Controversy
WALSH MUST SERVE SENTENCE

HEAVY

RUN

IS

FALLING

IN THREE OATS' CONFERENCE MILLION

DOLLAR

COMPANY

Writ of Certiorari Denied by Wolf Creek Is Solid as Granite Convention of Chief Executives Reading Circle Board Appinted
of States WilliConvene
for Distance of Seventy
Highest Tribunal
by Educational
.Tomorrow.
Miles.
of Land.
Washington, Jan. 17. In the cases,
of the Western Union Telegraph Co,'
vs. State of Kansas, the Supreme
Court of the United States today de
clared invalid the Kansas state law
of 1908 known as the Bush Act re-- 1
quiring outside corporations to pay
a certain charter fee for state schools
and prohibiting them from doing business within the state unless they comply with the act.
Walsh Must Serve Sentence.
Washington, Jan. 17. The petition
for the writ of certiorari in the case
of John R. Walsh, former president
of the Chicago National Bank of Chicago, under sentence of five years' imprisonment in the federal prison at
Fort Leavenworth, on the charge of
misappropriation of the funds of the
bank, was denied today by the Supreme Court of the United States.
This means Mr. Walsh must serve his

Louisville, Ky., Jan. 17. The ice
gorge at Wolf creek on the Ohio river
remains almost solid as granite and
today the jammed ice extends from
Louisville to Brandenburg, a distance
0f seventy miles. With this massive
barrier holding back the water and a
heavy rainfall in the Ohio valley,
losses from flood are imminent. The
river reached the flood stage at Louisville today. The gorge is said to be
the most tremendous on record in the
Ohio valley.
Floods in the Desert.
Salt Lake, Jan. 17. Never in the
history of transportation in the United
States has a great railroad been
stricken so sorely as was the San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, by
the midwinter thraw. In a twinkling
the desert borne torrents lapped up
a hundred miles of rails and embank
which
ments, several steel bridges
furnished the bond between mountain
and sea and transformed a busy avenue of commerce into two disorganized branches, whose ends are lost in
the wilderness,
Millions of dollars of Investment
temporarily profitless and hundreds of
competent railroad men without employment are two results of the
As its extent is better understood the day when earnings will be
restored and the men recalled seems
more and more remote.
More than 250 salaried employes
have been laid off in Utah alone since
the disaster. The better informed
among these men take a gloomy view
of the situation. The restoration of
the through line, they believe, is a
matter of years rather than of months.
.

I
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Washington, Jan. 17. With an opening address by President Taft, complimenting the organization on the
work done and referring to some of
the important questions of national
moment to which it could yet lend its j
aid, the National Civic Federation began a three days' conference here today. At the opening session were a
number of governors who are here
to attend a conference of their own
which will begin tomorrow and delegates representing the American Federation of Labor, the National Grange,
the Farmers' National Congress, the
National Association of Life Insurance
Presidents, the National Association
of State Boards of Arbitration and
other bodies. Governor Curry of New
Mexico is one of the executives in

attendance.

Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today
appointed Jose J. Vigil of Taos. Taos
County, a notary public.
Incorporation.

Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Victor Mining and Smelting Company capitalized at a million dollars, divided into a
million shares. The company will begin business with a capital of $7G0,-OitThe headquarters are at Las
Cruces, Dona Ana county. The incorporators and directors are: John
B. Thompson, 4:55,000
shares; Lycur-gu- s
Lucy, 75,000 shares; James J.
Ritchie, :!45,000 shares, and G. M.
Masterson, 5,000 shares.
Battery of Field Artillery for New
Mexico.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford today
received telegraphic advice1 that his
request for a battery of field artillery
has been approved by the war department and the equipment issued.
The battery will be probably stationed at Roswell.
First to Pay Taxes.
The State Life Insurance Company
of Indiana was the first to remit its
taxes this year to Superintendent of
Insurance Jacobo Chaves, the amount
being $541.95.
Reading Circle Board.
The executive committee of the
New Mexico Educational Association
has appointed the following reading
circle board: L. C. Mersfelder of
Clovis; J. A. Wood of Santa Fe, and
Nora Brumbach of Belen for two
years; Bonifacio Montoya of Berna
lillo, Rufus Mead of Las Vegas, C. M.
Light of Silver City, for one year. Su
perintendent of Public Instruction J.
E. Clark is
president of the
circle which will meet soon to elect
a
secretary and treasurer. The circle is flourishing and
has SOS teachers enrolled, a larger
percentage than is enrolled in the
reading circle cf any other state or
territory. Of the two books read by
the members last year 750 copies
were issued, and most of them were
teachbought by Spanish-Americaers who seemed .especially eager
this help on gaining additona:
knowledge along professional and cultural lines.

Address By Alton B. ParXer.
Washington, Jan. 17. It were unsentence.
wise to think of absolute uniformity
of legislation throughout the United
STATEHOOD
Standard Oil Cace Advanced.
States, in the opinion of Alton B.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. The suParker as expressed today in an adpreme court of the United States tobefore the convention of Unidress
motion
of
the
the
governgranted
BY
VOCE VOTE day
form State Laws.
of the
ment for the advancement
docket of the Standard Oil case and
"We do not aim at absolute uniforset the hearing for March 14.
mity of law, but a wise and conserva
Senate
tive uniformity," said Judge Parker.
Prospects Bright tor Its Speedy Passage
FOR
CALL
ASSESSORS
"There is danger in pressing uniformiWhere Opposition is Disappearing Delegate
SURVEY OF LANDS.
ty to extreme lengths. There are diAct.
Andrews Working Hard
versities of climate, of production, of
Conditions in Washington Seem to Re
tradition, of heredity, of population,
of pursuits among the people of our
semble Those in Many New
At
White
Senators
the
House
Mexican.
several commonwealths which should
New
to
today,
the
Mexico
Counties.
Special
be generally respected.
The
17.
and
D.
Jan.
Beveridge.,
Dillingham,
Nelson,
C,
Washington,
Mexico
17.
New
Calling
"Uniformity should he promoted
Spokane, Wash., Jan.
members of the
Kean, Republican
enabling act to admit
along the lines marked out by the
and Arizona to statehood passed the Senate committee on territories, and upon the federal government to extend
commissioners on uniform laws, and
over all unsurveyed lands
House this afternoon, mainly through
to statehood, an- its surveys
as much further as the diversities to
in the state of Washington to which
the efforts of Delegate to Congress formerly opposed
which I have referred will reason- W. H. Andrews and his friends. It is nounced to President Taft that they the legal right has passed from the
.
ably permit.
understood that President Taft has wilt support the bill pursuant to the United States to corporate or private
"A movement has recently been inpaved the way for It through the plank in the Republican national plat- ownership or control, the county asSenate and that it will encounter no form. In fact,, Senator Beveridge sessors of Washington at their annual MORE GHAR6E
augurated to make each industry bear
serious opposition there, even Senator
the burden of accidents to employes,
resoin
convention
Spokane
adopted
will probably reintroduce the New
of
Beveridge being ready to give his
without regard to the question
lutions recommending that the lands,
Mexico-Arizona
bill within a few days
consent for the passage of the bill.
negligence, upon the ground that such
whether held by railroad companies or
"New Mexico might as well get ready and move for its immediate passage. timber concerns, be spject to taxation. AGAfHST BALLINGER burden is properly a part of the cost
to hold its constitutional convention
of the product.
It has been accepted
Passed By Viva Voce Vote.
Several hundred thousand acres of
said-onSenator
as
on
founded
business princi-- !
sound
early this summer,"
taxnow
from
immune
are
Washington, Jan. 17. The House such lands
to the New Mexican's correspondent
and put in operation by some
pies,
or
ation
vote
for
voce
viva
county
state,
the
municipal
by
Hitchcock employers
passed
Representative
"for Congres is anxious to get rid of today
already who recognize that
bill granting separate statehood to the purposes, because they are, not definotherwise great unfairness often re
Him
Accuses
of
Petty
ew Mexico and Ari itely described or sufficiently identime omy tuueuuiiiciiL una., w aij,j
sults in casting upon the employe and
zona.
fied to be assessed, and they will not
Grafting
be made is that fixing the capital at
his family the entire burden of accisurstate
courts
until
the
the
hold,
be,
Census Appointments Confirmed.
Santa Fe to 1920 or 1925, instead of
and
dent. Legislation in England
A
made by the government.
Andrews is working
1915, Delegate
Washington, D. C.,' Jan. 17 The veys
Germany thus provides for the comto
were
levied
state
if
it
tax,
prior
DEAD
BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR
very hard to bring this about as he Senate in executive session confirmed
pensation to be paid to injured emhas the kindliest of feeling for the cap- the appointment of Paul "A. P. Walter compliance with these conditions,
ployes. The English statute provides
ital city of the Territory and has al to be supervisor of the census for therefore would be in conflict with the
for compensation during disability,
PASSENGER TRAIN WRECKED.
for unpaid
Nepew of Secretary of the equal to fifty per cent of the wage
ways done everything in his power to the entire territory of New Mexico lien of the United States
unenforcible
invalid
and
and
by
advance its interests.
Inrteior Implicated in
and of Franklin F. Towle of Globe, costs,
rate, and in case of death or total Southern Pacific No. 6
Crashes Into
the sale of the lands for such tax.
a sum equal to rour year's
Passes in an Hour.
disability
Arizona, to be supervisor of. the cenControversy.
Coal Train Near Logan,
comtax
A.
state
Thomas
Parish,
not
this
Arizoof
wages.
Surely
sus for the entire territory
country ought
Special to the New Mexican.
'
Utah Three Injured.
nn- 1n laar hphind ITiosp pnliehtpned
na. A number of postmasters were missioner of Washington, urged tak17
D.
Jan.
ChargWashington, D. C, Jan. 17 It was atlso
taxaC,
Washington,
,a
of
matter
the
the
nm
th.
tjnn
wht
proposed
Mexing
confirmed, but not for New
Chairman E. L. Hamilton of the comtion of "reserve rights," retained by es against Secretary Balhnger and rilost monstr0us injustice of the age.
v:.'.'
Logan, Utah, Jan. 17 Three permittee on territories who called up ico,
the Hill and Weyerhaeuser interests other officials alleging improper use of Nevertheless that is likely to happen sons were killed
Taft.
Thanks
Foraker
its
and
bill
and nearly a score inexplained
statehood
the
into the courts. He declared that un- public funds to pay the private trav-- j U11iess there be uniform legislation in
Washington, Jan. 17. Former Sen
two
Hamilton, Republican, and
purport.
of
the
of
jured,
a nephew
seriously, early this mornder the revenue laws the land itself is eling expenses
many, if not all, the states on the
Lloyd, Democrat, as well as Delegate ator Joseph B. Foraker of Ohio, made included in real
affidavit
an
in
were
d
made
when
a
in
absence
secretary,
for
the
the purof
ing
subject. For
passenger train
property
of Arizona, his first call on the present adminisRepublican,
Cameron,
Hitch-- ! eral movement for uniform
- No. C, on
court
today
by
Representative
that
the
legislaof
pose
adding
taxation,
the
Southren
for
Pacific, was
House.
each
at
tration
the
White
Foraker
minutes
'
for
twenty
spoke
so interpret the law that no land cock (Democrat), of Nebraska, with tion, for instance, one would hesitate wrecked at
some
west
distance
the passage of the bill and were giv- said he had merely called to pay his may
Lemay
disad-tic,
e
- the house committee on expenditures to place her contractors at a
cut-of- f
en leave to extend their remarks in respects to President Taft and to is exempt. He believes that in jusof
Lucien
the
across
the
Great
with
in
New
York
vantage
to other taxpayers in the state;
competing
May Appear By Counsel.
the Congressional Record. The - bill thank him for having reappointed his
Salt Lake. The dead are Engineer
sneedv survev should be made so
Washington. Jan. 17. Sentor Nel-- ; contractors.
was thus passed in the space of an1 brother Creighton Foraker as marshal
- j
conto
son
J.
to
the Senate
the
"From this convention now assem
that the taxes may be added
today reported
Reardon, Fireman R. A. Kroll, and
of New Mexico.
hour.
funds for the development and up' ference on the resolution providing bled representing not one or many, Student Fireman George Jones. The
He for the investigation of the Balling- - but all the civic interests of each and wreck was
building of the commonwealth.
six feet tall, fairly well dressed.
caused by a misplaced
MYSTERY HANGS OVER
The confer- - all of the states, there should go out
controversy.
said:
ACTIONS OF C. C. MALONEY.
- an authoritative
switch.
The body of the suicide will proboffiThe
ence
would
passenger train was runfavor
report
permit "any
expression in
Under the broad definition of real
or
cial
to
concerned
ably be held in or near Torrance until
of
so
uniform
as
it
in
appear
far
miles
legislation
ning
per hour and struck
thrity
property for taxable purposes, there
With Lots of Money In His Pockets further information about him is
or by counsel and the time i3 conducive to the common weal. Let a coal train on the
personally
no
can
but
be
the
that
siding.
great limit will make it
question
He Commits Suicide Near
possiDle to extend us strive to promote unity in diver-th- e
bulk of the property expressly reservTorrance.
session
sit.v
this
in
all
like
in
touches
that
beyond
unity
son of its deliberate
ed by the grantors in certain instru of investigation
INDIANA BANK GOES UNDER.
The report was unani- - manner the internal affairs of the
Congress.
to
and
was assumed by the corporation
ments
assessment
is
subject
a
Mystery surrounds the actions of
communities separated by state lines
mously adopted.
as real estate."
founders
to be 'more honored in the
taxation
in the interior epartment.
man whose identity is believed to Loans to the Amount of $1,200,000
diversity in those particulars which breach than in the observance.'
The secretary and other officials are peculiar to each commonwealth."
have been revealed as C. C. Maloney
Have But Weak Securities
"This is not the time to consider
RUSSIA TURNS DOWN
'
9
Judge Parker thus closed his ad- whether the one government or the
be subpoenaed to appear before
will
from the letters in his pockets and
Paid.
Be
Will
SAM'S
PROPOSAL.
UNCLE
Depositors
dress after having reviewed in detail other
the committee.
is the more responsible for this
who committed suicide yesterday on
the complicated relations between condition.
Brazilian
Ambassador
Dead,
For the claim is that in
of
Neutralization
Yet
17.
Not
for
The
Ready
Evansville, Ind., January
state and national governments. In
the train going to Torrance near which
j
Washington, D. C, Jan. 17. Joaquin
event efficiency is sacrificed in
any
in
is
Manchuria
Railways
he
this
said:
respect
died
he had lived. From his description Citizens National bank, one of the
Nabuco, Brazilian ambassador,
the dual form of government, and
the Reply.
'
complaints have arisen of! that in the interest of business pros"Latterly
at
home
his
here
today.
several people here are convinced largest in the city, suspended today,
St. Petersburg, Jan. 17. The couninefficiency resulting from the divi- perity efficiency is of greater importthat Mr. Maloney had been here 'Sat- pending an investisation of its affairs cil of ministers has decided that the
sion of powers . between the federal ance than all else.
WAR
FRENCH
SLOOP
urday and had withdrawn several by National Bank Examiner J. C. proposal of the United States for the
and state governments.
It is said,
"There is no political government
THAT IS WRECKED.
thousands of dollars from: a local Johnson of Indianapolis.
The exam neutralization of Manchuria railways
the point of view, on earth so efficient as the governupon
depending
Drowned
bank to whose offlcffiials he was iner's statement made this
to the Russian gov- Three of the Crew Were
that some states grant charters which ment of the United States Steel Cormorning is not acceptable
and Four Others Injured
to
known as "A. D. Bowling." The
ernment
Russia's
at
present.
reply
are far too broad while others go to poration from a purely business standthere
allayed alarm somewhat and
Off the Balearics.
Knox will be delivered in a
money was found in his pockets.
the
Secretary
opposite extreme. That in some
obewas
no
demonstration. Johnson said few
'
Minorca, Balearic Islands, Jan. 17. states the law has not been enforced point. Every step it takes is in
While it is not certain that Mr.
days. .
master
to
mind.
a
dience
But
it
may
was
be
will
The French war sloop Martial
Maloney and Mr. Bowling as one he believed the depositors
against disobedient corporations and
said that no one would be
wrecked today off the coast of Ba- their officers, while in others the ten- safely be
many indications point, that way ac- paid in full. Individual loans in ex RUMORS BUSY WITH
to
have our government thus
willing
cording to a resident of this city that cess of fifty thousand dollars caused
GOVERNOR HUGHES. learics. Three of the crew were dency is to presume them guilty of a managed,
however, much national
four
drowned
and
Mr. Bowling told him he lived near
injured.
desire to violate all law, written or wealth might be augmented each year.
He Has Not Authorized
Statement
the
examiner.
of
first
the
It
suspicion
Torrance and was a native of Kenunwritten.
That He Will Not Be Candidate
"We are ambitious, it is true, for
of
a Salt Lake
wi
For
tucky where his wife lived. He said is said that considerable proportion
"The public complaint for the pres- wealth and the comfort it brings, but
that he expected his wife to come out the twelve hundred thousand dollars
Salt Lake, Jan. 17 A contract was ent is more generally that the states we have not yet lost our faith in the
New York, Jan. 17. The Tribune
here soon. He talked about various outstanding in loans have weak secur today says: "Governor Hughes will signed today by "Tex" Rickard and have been lax in the enforcement of proposition "that the object of govmatters with more or less coherency, ities. President Gillett is said to have not under any circumstances be a the management of the Saltair Beach law, with most disastrous conse- - ernment is the greatest good to the
It Is said.
candidate for
The gover- - Compnay for the use of the bicycle quences. The charge of neglect must greatest number. It is desirable
Mr. Bowling is said to have with- made over personal property amount nor is determined to return to his law track arena as the scene of the John- - be admitted by all who appreciate that therefore now, as it was in the benow ginning, that we should endure a less
contest on July 4. The every one of the corporations
drawn from a local bank a large sum ing to fifty thousand dollars to the practice." Governor Hughes declined
of money Saturday, but for vhat pur- bank. 'So far as known, there was to discuss the report further than to management of the resort agrees to struggling for life was created in the efficient form of government in orpose it is not generally known. He nothing criminal in the management say that he had made no authorita- - make adequate provisions for fifty face of the law under which they are der to avoid the greater evils which
now prosecuted a law which by rea-- would otherwise arise."
tive announcement.
was a man about 30 years of age and of the bank.
thousand spectators.
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Clear cut in the wohutii sunshine,
Where the
softly fall,
Lies a bit of Spain transplanted,
Gray San Gabriel's mission wall;
And like swallows seen at even'
Peering from their clak built cells,
Nested in the wall's embrasures
Swing San Gabriel's mission bells.
sun-ray- s

Pansy
Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YHAST
WE
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GABRIEL MISSION

SAN

Imperial
Jersy Cream

UhlLI

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

Ap SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

And the roses on the trellis
Srtive to meet them where they
swing,
Xodding, swaying to the music,
When the brazen voices sing.
And the palm frond's shadow
sten
ciled
Sways like sprite 'neath fairy spells
Vibrant to the rolling cadence
Of San Gabriel's mission bells. """""
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Weak Women

Established 1856.

To weak and ailini? women, there 19 at least one
way to help. But with that way, two treatments,
must be combined. One is local, one is constitutional, but both are important, both- - essential.
Phoop's Night Cure is the Local.
lr.
Pr. Whoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former Dr. Snoop's Night Cure is a topical
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
hoop's Restorative is wholly an internal trent-n- u
nt. The Restorative reaches jthroughout the
entire system, seeking the repair oi all nerve,
all tissue, and all blood ailments.
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, docs its
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and inflamed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervou
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
builds up wasted tissuesbringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Shoop's
Restorative Tablets or Liquid as a general tonic
to the system. For positive local help, use as well

Incorporated 1903.

WE AGAIN OFFER TO
OUR MAN? PATRONs

An Exceptional Opportunity
C0MENCING MONDAY JUNUARY 17th.
AND

CONTINUING. FOR TWO
WEEKS ONLY OUR ENTIRE LINE

Dr. vShoop's

Night Cure Muslin Underwear
STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

We have marked these poods down and they
"will be sold balow the manufacture cost. Every
thiDgin the line (fferedis bright ond stylish.
Come early ai d mak your selection while the
siock is complete ard get the best value ever
offer the people of Santa Pe.

MIMOD PITV TODIPQ

Sweet their music, sweet and rhyth- imc,
Throbbing thru the summer air,
Denver, Colo., Jany. 17.
Calling with a cheery message.
Mexico:
for New
Forecast
Wooing from the paths of care.
V Local snow and colder in north
And the padre in the cloister
portion tonight, fair in south
Counts his heads and faster tells,
X portion;
Tuesday
Heart-thrillegenerally
murmur
the
by
lyric
X fair and warmer.
Of San Gabriel's mission bells.
d

Jt
X
X
X
X
X

SELIGMAN BROSGQ MP
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And the dying sunshine softly
Adolph Seligman's Ad. Attention
Gilds them with a brush of gold
is called to the new advertisement of
Ere the dusky night enwraps them
Adolph Seligman announcing a special
With her shouding, fold on fold;
j
offer to buyers of clothes.
8
'8
wniie tney slumber, husiied at even,
Change of Ad Attention is called
In their deep arched prison cells,
to
the change of ad of La Moda Milli-nearWaiting for the bright tomorrow
Gray San Gabriel's mission bells.
establishment, stating details
E. R. LANE.
Decoof the closing out of the winter stock.
Baby Girl Born Banker James W.
Death of Old Timer H. C. Crary,
a
an old time miner in the White Oaks Xorment was presented with
on
wife
his
by
in
Saturday
the Soldiers' Home daughter
district, died
night. Mother and child are doing
near Los Angeles.
Hotel Fire at La Luz The build- we!!.
W. C. T. U. The Woman's
ing at La Luz, formerly used as a
hotel, burned to the ground on SunTemperatnce Union will hold a
day morning.
regular
meeting at their room, 105
MANUFACTURER
A
Daring Thief A burglar last Washington, ave., Tuesday, January
week, cut the wire screen covering a IS, at 3 o'clock. Let all member be
JEWELER
hotel window at CarrizoJro and with present as the yearly election of ofa. bent wire fished out the trousers of ficers will be held.
SSnSSBSSM one of the guests, abstracting a gold ly election of officers.
watch and $20 therefrom.
Large Demand for Bounties At the
Grass Money for the Indians The last session of the board of
&
county
Apaches on the Mescalero reservation commissioners of Chaves county at
in Otero county, will this week reRoswell, the probate clerk presented
Every Description of work in our line done to order
ceive their annual "grass" money, de- .claims for
bounty on 299S coyote, 284
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
rived from leasing their lands to wild cat and 17G wolf
pelts
Artistic Taxidermy au(? Laaies' Fur Repairing a Specialty stockmen. The distribution will jive j
Stopped Runaway With Bullet J.
$10
Tnrlinn
nhnnt
pupil
Send for prices for tanning and lining
uleer' al JX)nl10' uncom county,
New Court House Plans Adopte- d-'
furs and hides for rugs and robes
The hnnivi nf pnnntv nmnmissinner nf stopped a runaway team of mules
Lincoln county has adopted plans for which was dragging his wife and
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
the new court house at Carrizozo. children to death, by shooting one of
General
436 Canon Road FRANK F GORMLEY rMerchandise
.Phone BlacM19
H
The contract was awarded to a Clovis lhe mules. His family escaped un- SANTA FE. N. M.
firni of architects for $24,000. The narmea.
structure will be of brick and will1 be
Invitations to Wedding The New
crowned with a beautiful dome.
Mexican is in receipt of an invitation
Carlsbad Man Commits Suiciide
to the wedding of Feliberto Gallegos,
Stripped from head to foot, hanging brother of Hon. Eufracio F. Gallegos
by the side of his bunk with both and Mrs. Nestor T. Baca, of Union
feet tied together and a blanketi county, to Miss Eloisa Tafoya, daugh- around his neck, William Rodman, t
Mienel Tafnva tn take nlnro
aged 19, of Carlsbad, Eddy county, at the Tafoya residence at Channing,
New Mexico, was found dead in the
Tex., on Wednesday, January 2G, 1910.
D 'MULLIGAN
city jail at Cochise, Arizona.
Warm
January Days Yesterday
Two Destructive Fires The store
Given Careful
of I. V. Gallegos & Sons, at Conant, the minimum temperature was 35 dewas destroyed last Thursday night by grees and the maximum 40 degrees.
Personal Attention
There was precipitation of a quarter
fire, the loss being $5,000. At Farm0f an inch-- which Came Slowly and
RESIDENCE,
PPn ICQ
Tnnn rnnntv. fiv
San
RED 130
0
NIGHT PHONE "uu
the Sround thoroughly.
The
a loss of 140,000, the property
6 p. m. reached
at
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND." SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
humidity
!,atIve
a
brick
two
story
stroyed including
cent and tne average for the
building of M. M. Engleman and'100 Per
three frame buildings. Other losers day was 98 Per cent- - For tonight,
BOSS
are I. N. Bell who lost a new furniture snow and colder weather, and for
the bakery and grocery of T.jmorrow fair weather is predicted.
Elks Theater Entire change of
R. Cline in which the fire started; O.
S. Evans, W. M. Danburg,
Dr. J. E. vaudeville
tonight. Miss Lartigue
Reese, the Hubbard Land Company, and Birch and "Billy" Mack will pre-th- e
d
Roy Current barbershop, the Clark j sent a side splitting comedy act,
Ruben's Birthday."
Company, the Pierce Mercan- - titled "Uncle
tile Company and the First National "Billy" Mack will introduce roller
and San Juan County National banks. skate dancing. Miss Birch will sing
two popular songs, entitled "SomeDeafness Cannot Be Cured
body Loves You," and "Dear Old MoonSOLE AGENTS FOR
by local applications, as they cannot light." The motion pictures are the
reach the diseased portion of the ear. same as last night, and are good. ReThere is only one way to cure deaf- member one show each night. Doors
ness, and that is by constitutional open at 7:15. Show starts at 8
remedies. Deafness is caused by an sharp.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
inflamed condition of the mucous linDrunk Results in Shooting While
of the Eustachian Tube. When trying to arrest a drunken Individual
ing
.
Flonr, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- at Carrizozo, Lincoln county, Railroad
,
ling sound or imperfect hearing and Watchman C. V. Cook accidentally
Salt anfl Seeis
when it Is entirely closed, Deafness is shot Constable John Adams in the
the result, and unless the inflamma- leg..
tion can be taken out and this tube reJustice Sued for False Arrest
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.
stored to its normal condition, hear- John Smith has filed suit in district
ing will be destroyed forever; nine court at Carrizozo against Justice of
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- the Peace N. M. Scoggin and his two
mm
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- bondsmen, John Skinner and W. C.
ed condition of the mucous surface. MsDonald, for $3,000 damages for false
DIAMONDS
We will give One Hundred Dollars imprisonment.
for any case of Deafness (caused by
MANUFACTURER OP
(Continued on Pae Eight.- catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Eyes Tested and f
Right Prices
MEXICAN
M
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirFitted by
Right Goods
Date Methods
culars, free.
M
Right Sorvieo
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
H
Take L XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
China and
Cut
Urudgists refund money if It fails to cure
Hall's
Pills
for
Take
Family
E W. GROVE'S signature is on each
1 345 San Francisco St.
8
SANTA FE, N. M.
Box. 25c.
I

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

FOR HALF

PHONE-3-

THE'LEADING

y

HOUSE

A

CENTURY

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

Jewelry Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,

Leather and Leather Ebony

"SOME MORE RAZOR TALK"

Goods.

DEAR FRIENDS:

Last weeK if yen remember we talked to you about a
razor called "GRIFFIN'S MAGNETIC RAZOR, which we
are putting out on thirtj days trial We are glad to
a grpat number of our patrons took advantage
of this opportunity and we are receiving daily congratulations on our success ia obtaining ihe Sales Agency of such
a long felt necessity in the "RAZOR" line.
This week we want to talk to you abont a RAZOR
adapted for the person who heretofore found it difficult to
shave with the regular style of "RAZOR". For you dear
friend, we have planntd a big surprise in the way of a
"SAFETY RAZOR" called the "ENDER". This razor is
one of thesimplestand most effective 'SAFETY RAZOR'S'
on the market and Sdlls for the small amount of ONE
DOLLAR- This RZORwe areputtiDgouton a fifteen days
trial for the next two weeks only, and trust you will avail
yourself of the opportunity of giving it a trial.

plXZ

TAXIDEKMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

j

-

Undertaker and Embalmer

HARDWARE CO.
Phone

J.

FUNERALS

W

3

k;

m lea

Glass,

Lump

cerrillos

Telephone 85

Steam Coal.

Telephone 85

Leras

Unsurpassed Chocolates'
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
I

FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
ONLY AT

WTCHES

it is

biVfy

ASK FORA

SAMPLE

We have it

A COMPLETE STOCK OF SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES

Up-t-

Silverware

Yankee;

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

l?7zi.$YSo

HERSCH

FILIGREE
JEWELRY

Jiy

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliDj,

International Stock Food

C. YONTZ

No 14

RATON

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Also Good for Chickens
LEO

Phone

Have It

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

1

Screened

I

Ground

e

ine-tm- i

j

TRY OUR

If It's Hardware

No 14

310

WILLIAMS & RISING
Phone Red 13i)

San Francisco St.

No Contagious desease allowed in our backs

NOTICE.
ZOOK'S PHARMACY,
IS LOCATED IN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.

JANUARY

MONDAY,

17, 1910.

MUST BELIEVE IT.
"When

Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.

When public endorsement Is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Ycu must
Fe the proof is positive.
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev-erbackache sufferer, every wan, woman or child with any kidney trouble
will find profit in the reading.
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, San-tFe, X. M., says: "About two anu
.a half years ago I gave a public
statement telling of my experience
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney
Pills.
They completely rid me of
pains in my back which had troubled
me off and on for months. When
stooped or brought any strain on mj
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various other symptoms which
convinced me that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows & Co's. drug store and they
brought prompt relief. I continued
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and it
wa snot long before every symptom
of my trouble had disappeared. The
fact that I have had no return attack
warrants me in again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the Uni-

BROTHER WALTER
CHOSEN DIRECTOR.

ELOQUENT
BY

1

ANDREWS

Brother Gerard, provincial of the
Christian Brothers, before leaving for

Delivered at Unveiling of
Statue to Gen. Lew Wallace
at Washington

n

ted States.
and

Doan's

It is an admitted taci, mat real cs
tate, financial men and merchants al
say that quickest and best results a.c
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

mPEHIAL

LAI

HI

For Best Laundry Work

FINE TRIBUTE TO GREAT

New Mexico's Delegate Given

Applause. Congratulated by
Those Present.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 17. The
following are part of the official proceedings at the unveiling of the marble statue of General Lew Wallace,
in Statuary hall in the capitol.
The
Chairman: I have the pleasure to introduce the Hon. Mr. Andrews, Delegate in Congress from New Mexico.
Speech of Hon. W. H. Andrews.
Mr. Andrews then spoke as follows:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: From 1878 to 1S81 General Lew
Wallace was governor of the territory
of New Mexico, which I have the
honor to represent in the American
Congress. Because of this fact it may
not be inappropriate for me to add a
few words to the eloquent eulogies already pronounced upon the life, char
acter and services of this distinguished son of the Hoosier state.
Lew Wallace was a splendid soldier,
but Indiana boasts a long list of those
made immortal by their heroism on
the fields of strife. He was a distinbut Indiana is
guished diplomat,
who
have brought
sons
cf
many
proud
to
name
services
their
honor
her
by
in this field of statesmanship. He
was a great novelist, but Indiana
stands preeminent among the states
of the Union in the number and bril
liancy of her authors. But in the
happy union of all those traits of char-- '
acter essential to success in these
many fields of endeavor he stands supreme among the gifted sons of the
Hoosier commonwealth. (Applause.)
His was the genius for action and
his was the pift for thought. Alike or.
the crimson field and in the secluded
study his was a master mind; his was
the uncommon versatility that enabled
him to combine in his own personality
all those elements of greatness that
would have distinguished him in any
age or among any people. (Applause.)
But in the far distant future it will
be his fame as an author that shines
brightest on the page of history. And
I deem it all the more fitting that 1
should here respond to the generous
invitation so keenly extended me, by

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Fridav.
AGENCY at 0. K Barber Shop the committee having theso services
in charge, because it was in New MexF O. BROWN Aent.
Wallace wrote that
ico

that General
masterpiece of all his life's work, Ben
Hur, the crowning product of a luminous genius. And in the centuries to
come "wherever men mention the
name of the Nazarene they will think
of his supreme defender in the field
of fiction and murmur the name of
Lew Wallace of Indiana. (Applause.)
As governor of my territory he ruled wisely and well and was the friend
of every man; and so New Mexico,

Phone No 23 Red

Ornamental Doors

ft

I'

whose people loved him while living
among them and who honor and
revere his memory now that he is
dust, today reaches across two-thirof the continent, joins hands with Indiana in commemoration of this event
anw felicitates her upon her wise seWallace as the second
are made to perfection from our lection of Lewsons
whose sculptured
of
her
great
Lumber) because the wood is presence she desires to forever
adorn
perfect in every particular and this Pantheon of the Republic. (Apfree from every imperfection of plause.)
kaots, cracks, ana warpings
received sincere
Ev-erfoot of it is thoroughly Delegate Andrews
for his speech from
congratulations
so
seasoned, dried and shrunk,
many senators, representatives and
it can ba absolutely relied upon citizens
Lew
of Indiana, including
by carpenters and builders, a id Wallace, Jr., and other relatives presarchi- ent of Governor Wallace.
all sensible, wide-awa- ke

Srai Iff

r(m

tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
picifications.

Charles W. Dudrow

KERR'S
For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in canta Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH

TREATMENT
s guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve Dmdruff, failing hairand
others calp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
pooularhair aad facial tonics.
BATHS

DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

k

HTCH

BATHS

Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, we will glad to call for your
laundry on Mondays ana Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursday and Friday.
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122
PHONE RED 122

if
(

Hundreds of the friends of Foster
;ichton attended his funeral yes-te- i
his home in St. Louis, today, an!;;v and the services in die Pres-- b
nounced the appointment of Brother
i;nn church of which he was such
James Walter as director of St. an arrive and useful member and at
Michaelc College, to succeed the late the arave, were most impressive.
lamented Brother Hermes. The selecTiif church services began at 2 p.
tion i,i a very fitting and pleasing one m. and were conducted by the pastor
for Brother Walter 1ms already en- the R' v. Xeil Ferguson.
The eulogy
deared himself to the community and was delivered by the Kev. Gabino
is very popular anions; the students, Hei. lon. In well chosen
phrases he
but best of all, he is a progressive told of the life of Mr. Ctb hton and
and learned educator, wiih modern the traits of the character of the deideas as to education, very liberal in ceased who had won the esteem of his
his views and with wide experience
w men irrespective of religious
in his field. He is a native of Chi- belie!'.
.Mrs.
V. D. Hayes
sang a
cago and is in the very rime of life. sole. .Mrs. G. H. Van Stone presided
He was educated at St. Patrick's at the pipe organ.
Tin.- coffin was covered with the florCommercial Agency in Chicago and in
189.'! entered Glencoe Institute of the al offerings of personal friends
and
Christian Brothers when' he complet- from organizations with which Mr.
ed the normal course. He was named Crichton or his family have been idenprofessor of the high school depart- tified.
ment of the Christian Brothers ColThe pall bearers were Judge J. R.
lege at St. Louis where lie served McFie, Judge YV. H. Pope. A. II.
K. F. Sidebottom, Prof. J.
very successfully for four years. He
A.
then taught for three years in the Wood and H. F. Stephens. Interment
preparatory normal course of Glencoe. was made in the National cemetery.
One year was then spent in New .1. 1). Mulligan having charge of the
Mexico after which he was called to funeral arrangements.
the Christian Brothers College at St.
At the grave services were conLouis as prefect of disciplinary stud- ducted by the Masonic order followies. Five years ago, Brother Walter ing the full ritual. The G. A. R. or
returned to St. Michael's College and which the deceased was a member s
helped to make that popular and so held services with the sounding of
and the blowing of the bugle as
worthy institution a successful edu-tap- s
cational institution for young men, is customary.
whose fame has gone out beyond the
Resolution Adopted.
bounds of the Southwest.
The members of Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M., passed the folLORETTO NOTES
lowing resolutions out of respect to
Mr. Crichton:
Loretto academy reopened after the
"Whereas, The Great Architect of
vacation with increased attendance. the Universe hath seen fit to take
Pupils are still arriving.
from our midst to His Celestial abode
Mrs. McGinnis arrived yesterday our
late Worshipful Master, Foster P.
with her daughter Miss Margaret McGinnis. They are from El Paso, Tex. i Crichton, and
"Whereas, Brother Crichton was a
Miss Catherine McEniry of El Paso
faithful and consistent Mason,
true,
has arrived at the academy.
She
ever
mindful
of his sacred obligations
came with her sister, Miss Mary
and always ready and anxious to aid
Among the nunils who hav return his fellow men: constantly practicing
ed after spending the Christmas vaca- - and reflectinS the tenets of our order;
tion at home are Miss Marks Miss a,m a Qevol( nusuana anu iatner,
"Be 11 Resolv'l That in the death
Miss Catherine McGinnis
Bennett,
of
Brother Crichton the craft has suf
and Miss Julianita Sanchez.
Miss Mildred Schroeder of Raton, is fered the loss of an ideal member,
the city a valuable citizen, and his
now a pupil at the academy.
Miss Jennie McArdle. of El Paso, is family a model husband and father,
Resolved, That the sympathy and
expected to arrive in Santa Fe some
time this week with her sister, Miss condolence of the brethren be extend-MargarMcArdle, who will enter the ed to his family; that these
tions be spread on our minutes, pub-MiAnna Myers, of Estancia, and lished in the local newspaper, and a
who is a former pupil of Loretto, has copy presented to the family of the
returned to continue her studies.
deceased brother. (Signed):
"ALAN R. McCORT),
TIMBER SALE BUSINESS
"HENRY F. STEPHENS,
IN SOUTHWEST INCREASES.
"JAMES A. MASSIE,
"Committee."
1909 Receipts For November
About
Three Times Those of Same
If your Stomach. Hert or Kidneys
Month in 1908.
are weak, try at least, a few doses of
Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or ten
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17. Ac- - days only, the result will surprise
cording to a statement just made by you. A few cents will cover the cost.
the district office of the forest serv- - And here is why help comes 80 quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn t drug the Stom- ice, the returns from timber sales in
ach) nor stimulate the Heart or Kid- the southwest point overwhelmingly neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
to a revival of business. Acting Dis- - directly to the weak and failing
nerve- - When these nerves fail, the
trict Forester Woolsey said:
must of necessity
The contrast between conditions depending organs
falter.
This
plain,
yet vital truth,
during November, 1908, and Novem- cleary tellg ,why Dr Sho0p'g Restora- ber, 1909, is very marked. The actual tive is so universally successful. Its
November, 1908, success is leading druggists everyreceipts during
to
universal
where
it
give
preference
amounted to only $3,252.58, whereas
A test will surely tell. Sold by
during November, 1909, the receipts Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
were $10,027.16. In other words, 1909
receipts are approximately three times COUNTY CENTRAL
COMMITTEE MEETS.
those for the same month in 1908.
"During November, 1908, the tim- Adds Three New Members and Conber sales contracted for amounted to
siders Increasing Membership
while during November,
$1,802.27,
to Twelve.

ROSWEll, NEW MEXICO.
Th Wen Point of tht 6outhwt."
Armv Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
-

BTtyv'-w-

Through AcadPinlc coure, preparing young
life. Great
men for college or for bulii-s- s
aiuouot of open atr work. Healthiets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
the garden
n the bwautlf'il Fcos Valley
sput ;f the West at an e'evatiuL of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie ralu or snow during session.
fcieven Ofiin-r- s aud Instructed, all graduates from stai dard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thrmiuhly furnished, teated, lighted
aud modern p all respects.
REdKNTS K A. Canoou, President; W
(i. Hatnlllod, V:ce President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; VV. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

'
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set

i

W

'

'
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al-ha-

j

Ftlyan
For particulars

and

Illustrated

catalogue

address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

-

Bjy)gB1Sa
JO CALIEfilTE ffQT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenyt-fivmiles west
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-ancStation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude C.000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffering
from consumption, cancer and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These wf'ers contain 1,026.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been throughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in" the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brighfs
Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic

e

o

j

Affections, Scrofula,
and Mercurial
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calieute
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars

address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

Proorfetor.

CaIi9sil.Tao. County

NM

Wells Forgo & Goinpeny

et

WW

.press

resolu-academ-

ss

j

A

Superintendent.

Mc-Cor-

i

ihHEfc

New Mexico Military Institute

3 Iff' i.tnJf-

P.

Genera! Express
--

forwarders

TO-

A11P arts e?

tae wona.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargc

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tnrougaout trie United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aocnt

"...

they aggregated $119,139.03. Although the cutting of much of this
timber will extend over a period of
years, the large November sales ace
a sure indication of prosperity
The value of the timbed actually
cut in November, 1908, according to
reports from supervisors, amounted to
whereas during Novem- $4,634.92,
ber, 1909, the actual cut was to the
value of $9,221.58. It is evident that
MINES AND MINING
there is some disparity between the
receipts for timber sales and timber
Ore Shipments From Lordsburg
cut. This is accounted for by the fact
The ore shipments from Lordsburg,
that timber is paid for in advance of
Grant county, last week were ten cars,
cutting, but Tgenerally speaking, it is
the shippers being the Eighty-fivapparent that the timber disposed of
Company, W. T. Scarborough and C.
November, 1909, was two to
during
W. Marsalis.
as much as during Novemthree
times
Work on Viola Mine J. L. Wells is
1908.
ber,
men
on
the Viola
working eighteen
"Forest officers say this is exceed- mine near Lordsburg, Grant county,
in view of the im- cleaning out the workings and devel ingly gratifying
methods employ- silvicultural
proved
In cleaning
oping the ore bodies.
out the drift on the third level to ed, and in view of the conservative
of cutting. The reports show
the north, a cave was discovered on
that the timber sale busi- one side of the drift beyond which
and yet the silvi- ness
is
improving,
the ore body extended. A few shots
demonstrated the vein to be four feet cultural needs of the forests are morewide and consisting of a higher grade carefully looked after than ever beThese increased sales indicate
of ore than that in the other workings.
Aluminum, Discovery in Lincoln that the disposal of timber is on a
County A deposit of aluminum clay sound, practical basis, and there is
has been discovered two miles north- still much stumpage that presents an
west of Oscuro, Lincoln county, near attractive investment for lumber- the Bull Gap dam site. The aluminum men."
underlies old alum beds which have
been located and relinquished by
Simple Remedy for t. unppe.
many prospectors from time to time.
LaGrippe coughs are dangerous, as
Mr. Hayes has sunk a short shaft and they frequently develop Into pneu- he has staked out the property for a monia. Foley's Honey and Tar not
mile around.
Hayes bought the ad- only stops the cough, but heals and
joining claims of Willis Beaty for strengthens the lungs so that no se- results need be feared. The
$1,000 but there is prospect of contest as Patten Brothers of Denver
Foley's Honey and Tar con- hold the land under script although tains no harmful drugs and is in a
they have not yet received patent.
yellow package. Sold by all druggists,
1909,

LIVELY STABLE
Flno Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Duggles, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

who presided.
There were present besides himself:
Gerge W. Armijo, Celso Lopez, Mar- celino A- - oter and John Pflueger, the
latter by proxy. There were absent,
Jose Dolores Garcia, Jose Ortiz y
Pino and Victor Ortega. The follow- lnS three members were added to the
R. L. Baca, Charles Clos- committee:
sa. and Ishmael Sparks, anousmatte" of political interest were disThomas

cussed-

B.

RATES RIGHT.

Catron

-

any case of kidney or bladder trouble
that is not beyond the reach of medi- cine. It invigorates the entire system and strengthens the kidneys so
they eliminate the impurities from the
Backache rheumatism, kidney
bloQ(L
and biadder troubles are all cured
Commence
by tnis great medicine.
avoid
once
and
at
Brighfs
taking
ease and Diabetes. Sold by all

gts.

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

A meeting of the Republican county central committee was held yesterday afternoon in the office of Hon.

e

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

HERPICIDE,

MANY ATTEND FUNERAL
OF FOSTER P. CRICHTON.

Destinies of St. Michael's College Services Held at Presbyterian Church.
Are Placed in His Hands
At the Grave the Masons and G.
A. R. Pay Honors.
Popular Educator.

a

Remember the name
take no other.
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Caspar Aveitm
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CHAS. CLossora

FOR GASH

DNlYi

With every Ten Hollar Suit we give a Monarch
Shirt value $1.25. With every Fifteen Dollar Suit we
giue a pair of $3.50 Crosset Shoes. With every
Twenty Dollar Suit we give a pair of $4.50 Crosset
Shoes. This offer only good from January 1 7 to 22
inclusive.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

Herewith are some Targaln& offered
tne jjew Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
The Spanish edition of the 1909
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep Laws of New Mexico are now ready
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri for delivery.
Price: Paper cover
pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
pleadings, $6; the two for $10 $4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of all orders to The New Mexican Print
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
Ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Pneumonia Follows a Cold,
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25
follows the use of Foley's
never
but
two or more books, $1 each. New
and
Tar, which stops the
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. Honey
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. Coinpil-riouheals
the lungs, and expels
coughs,
atlon Corporation Laws, 75c.
the cold from your system. Take at
ation Mining Lairs, 60c. Money'
danDigest of New Mexico Reports, fwll first sign of a cold and avoid a
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks. gerous illness. Sold by all druggists.
com-for-

i
i

s

Compll-genuin-

e

It is a dangerous thing to take a
cough medicine containing opiates
that merely stifle your cough instead
of curing it. Foley's Honey and Tar
loosens and cures the cough and expels the poisonous germs, thus preventing pneumonia and consumption.
Refuse substitutes and take only .the
genuine Foley's Honey anij Tar in
the yollow package. Sold by all drug-sio-n
Play; Robert Martin of New
York City, a large box of 'beautiful
ribbon for the orphans.

TIIE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.)
Paily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier .... .7.6.",
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail

$3.75
2.00
1.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The Xew Mexican is the oldest newspaper in Xew Mexico. It Is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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per cent for
10 years, compounded annually 97
What is being; done with the sev- nf rnnl lnnd Allowance for taxes and contiu- cntv million nr mnrp
53
?encies
in the west which still remain in the
The
of
the
government?
possession
Cost of land at average time of
total area of the western coal fields,
$250
mining
of
information
the
according to the
writes:
of
United States geological survey, is Allowance for contingencies
"I want to congratulate you on the
250
mining
acres. The annual re122,000,000
splendid edition of the New Mexican
port of the commissioner of the gen$300 that you got out on January third. I
Resulting in a total of
eral land office for 1909 shows, how- or
the
return
estimated
per have never seen better printers' work,
royalty
ever, that since the passage of the acre.
the pictures that you have are char1S73
coal land law in
only 505,919
acteristic
and attractive, and the
In
with
an
other
words,
starting
acres have been patented as coal land.
are artistically done. You
will yield an write-upacre
of
coal
land
which
Large areas were legitimately acquir- estimated $500 in
royalties and work- have every reason to feel very proud
ed through railroad and other land
or
the of this achievement."
$100,
backward,
ing
grants and some had already passed
as
is
a
arrived
at
fair
into private ownership before the en- royalty price
THEY ARE COMING BACK.
actment of the coal land law, but the cash valuation.
The farmers who left New Mexico
As of interest in connection with
conclusion is forced that much of this
the strong recommendation of the sec- last fall to find work elsewhere, will
great acreage, representing a resource
return this spring, according to the
of enormous value, was through either retary of the interior in his 1909 re- New Mexican's
exchanges.
They
fraud or ignorance, acquired under port in favor of a leasing system for were not discouraged by last year's
coal
the
the
bulletin
public
lands,
should
laws.
What the country
other
drouth and are determined to win out,
be interested in today is the question gives some statements and figures to make New Mexico their permanent
of the immediate status and adminis- showing the operation of state leasing home. It is to be honed they will
tration of the 70,000,000 acres of coal systems in Colorado and Wyoming. come early enough to work their soil
land yet remaining in the hands of The practice is apparently proving so that it will retain the abundant.
the federal government. Is it being satisfactory. In Colorado the royalty moisture that has fallen upon it the
is 10c a ton and on November 30, past few weeks. Unless
carelessly administered and indiscrim- 1908, there were
they do,
18,275 acres of state many will face the same conditions
of
so
to
as
fall
into
inately disposed
the hands of monopolistic syndicates, coal land under lease and these lease- that confronted them last year when
or has the government in its present holds yielded $104,456.42 in the bien- they saw their crops shrivel because
nial term ending on that date. Wyo- they had failed to farm scientifically.
plan of classification and value adopted an adequate and comprehensive ming's leasing law was enacted only Says the Stanley Index of southern
in 1907; it provides a royalty of 6c a Santa Fe county:
program for protecting the interests
"One of the most hopeful signs of
of the people? Under this plan, is "a ton on all coal mined and sold to
the times for this part of the valley
tons, 5c if between 25,000 and
fair money return being made to the
tons and 3c a ton if more than is the news of an intention to return
federal treasury for the coal lands as
at an early date, from a number of
tons are mined each year.
100,000
now sold and on the other hand are
who left here last summer.
In
of
new
effect
of
people
the
the
sneaking
fixed
to
the prices
such as
encourage
and
the fact that very few are
This,
valuation
coal
plans upon government
mining development in the west, or r i
.
i
i
ttrr'i
ir
now and leaving, shows
proving
up
ivlK
me
&tlle&'
""
says:
mgner
are they prohibitive to the opening of
an
in the Stanley counfaith
abiding
COal
On
government
new fields snrl new mines nnrt rlr thev Pr)CeS Pced
on the part of the settlers.
try
do
land
not
seem
to
have
decreased
thues play into the hands of those
"Almost the entire area of land
owning the remainder of the western their sale, but rather the contrary. which has been in cultivation one or
to
concrete
as
illustraa
take
Thus,
coal lands? These questions and other
tion the land office in Salt Lake city, more years in this vicinity will be
phases of the subject of the coal deis stated that when the new govern- seeded again this spring, and iii adposits on the public lands are discuss- it
dition a considerable amount of sod
ed in U. S. Geological Survey Bulle- ment prices were first announced will be broken out if the season ' 'is
tin 424 "The "Valuation of Coal there was a general expression of favorable. The farmers have learned
doubt as to the sale of the lands and one
Lands."
thing pretty generally, however,
the
prediction was freely made that
Stated in a sentence, the present the new
through the experience of last year,
prices would absolutely tie and that is the
scheme of classification and valuation
that sod land is
the sales. It was not long, how rather uncertain fact
up
for crop production
on
based
is
by the government
selling ever, before coal lands
began to sell the first year, so that the most of
coal land at coal prices and fixing the at the new
and the actual acre- them are
prices
tonacre
on
an estimate of
giving their first and best
price per
age sold in a short time far exceeded attention to
preparing their old land."
nage content, and quality of coal. An previous sales within a similar
period.
t
of coal comprises
approxiThe sales have increased rather than
The Southwest Trail for January
mately 1750 tons; thus an acre under- decreased. The writer of this
report published under the auspices of the
lain with a
coal body contains
visited the Salt Lake office October 1, Rock Island's
The work of classifica21,000 tons.
passenger department,
found that in the preceding is devoted to the
section
dry
tion of the coal lands and determina- 1909, and
27 sales had been of northeastern New farming
Mexico and in
tion of the tonnage is one of purely month, September,
made at an average price of over $48 word and
picture makes a splendid
geologic scope; the valuation and sale an
acre, bringing into the office dur showing for Quay, Guadalupe and
is one of administration. The bullethe
of
tin in question contains two discus- ing 50 month a total over $200,000 Union counties. Special articles destatements had scribe Tucumcari, Nara Visa,
that
declaratory
G.
one
on
coal
land
values
sions,
by
been made and five cash entries. In
Obar and other new and prosperH. Ashley and the other on depth
coal declaratory statements ous towns of that
and thickness of beds as factors in Wyoming
part of the terrihave been made in one of which the tory. In this connection,
Willard Belvaluation, by C. A. Fisher.
prices range from $370 to $410, and knap, the champion booster for the
The fundamental
Mr.
of
premise
in another from $225 to $430 per acre." Nara Visa
country writes the New
Ashley's paper is that any 40, or 160,
In the paper on the maximum
or
tract of coal land, as the depth at which coal may be mined Mexican:
"We will keep right on making
case may be, is worth today what it and the minimum thickness of a workNara
Visa bigger, busier and, better
can be purchased for and mined at a able coal seam Mr. Fisher shows that
each
We are now at work on a
year.
fair profit, allowing for operation, the the regulations of the government
cost of carrying until mined out, taxes have been well considered, in view of fine new booklet' for the Nara Visa
which will be the best ever
and contingencies. This' price is ar- the general practice here and abroad. country,
rived at from study of the present sale In fixing the maximum depth at 3000 put out in northeastern New Mexico.
Our Commercial Club is spending sevprice of private coal lands and the feet for purposes of classification the eral hundred
dollars in improving the
or
individual
royalties charged by
government has adopted a conservain the vicinity of Nara Visa, and
lessors. A, table of royalties is given tive course, but looking a little ahead roads
and discussed showing a present aver- of the present. The deepest coal has also started on a campaign of adsuch as this section has not
age in the United States of about shaft in this country is about 2200, but vertising
yet had. This is the time to book New
10 cents a ton, with a strong upward coal is mined in
Belgium at nearly Mexico."
tendency. The commercial value of 4000 feet. The British standard of
coal lanf is considered from three maximum depth is 4000 feet while fiveThough only a new town of about
hundred people, Santa Fe can well
standpoints the values placed on Germany believes that coal will be go to Nara Visa
to learn a lesson.
their coal lands by companies desir- mined profitably at 5000 feet. It is
to
float
value
at
the
which
bonds,
ing
worthy of note that American railThe eagerness of Democrats , for
coal lands are assessed by county as- road companies have purchased and
office is exemplified by ' the
public
sessors all over the country and the are holding land for its coal deposits haste with which
candidates for counprices at which coal lands are actu- which are 5000 and more feet in ty offices are beginning to announce
sold
in
the
coal
fields.
ally
principal
themselves in Democratic counties.
depth.
A typical example of bonded coal land
In establishing the minimum thick- In Chaves county, for instance, O. Z.
is cited in which a value of $1000 an ness at 14 inches the
government has Finley already carries a card in the
acre is placed on the land by the coal again taken
conservative, middle Roswell Daily Record telling the dear
company. The assessed values of ground, also looking a little ahead. public that he would like to succeed
coal lands, it is shown, range from While many coal men consider 3 or 4 popular Charles L. Ballard as sheriff
$1 to $680 an acre for anthracite coal, feet as thin coal, nevertheless
and that despite the fact that there
with an assumed valuation of from seams are now being mined in Mis- is not likely to be any election jbf
one to four times these amounts. The souri and for forty years 12 inches has county officers this fall.
?
sale prices for bituminous coal lands been regarded in England as the minIf San Marcial property owners folrange from 50 cents for lands in un- - imum thickness of a workable coal
low
the lead of the San Marcial
to
acre
$3000
an
bed.
prospected territory
for the best coking coal land.
The bulletin Is a full consideration Standard, the town will be clean and
Adopting the royalty charge as the of the whole question of classification sanitary in a short time. Says the
best measure of the value of private and valuation of the public coal lands, Standard: "It should make every
coal Jands now on the market and and may be had upon application to one blush to hear the traveling salesmen
taking a 10 cent royalty as a fair aver- the Geological Survey, Washington. on say: 'This is the dirtiest town
my route.' Just a little care on
D.
C.
age ith an assumption that 20 years
each citizen's part would help much.
Js sufficient tiue to allow for the minihis is your town and mine: let us
THE NEW YEAR'S EDITION.
ing out of a tract (which would give
face this responsibility of cleanlian average interest and tax paying
There is a skeotical tone in the fol ness."
:
period of 10 years) the government's lowing from the Western Liberal of
scale of cash prices for its coal lands
The Demlng Graphic has expanded
Grant county: "The New
figured out to correspond, Lordsburg,
into
under Its new
Mexican
Issued
a
edition
special
making fair allowance for various conand management and has
tingencies. This result in a
boosting the capital city. The Lib-- ownership
AftnnoA a n nw t,a0a nrtnh
cash price of what the royalty eral did not know that so many nicel nlan
a
it
natty appearance. It is well edited'
would amount to. This may be stated things could be said about
Santa Fe and houM h th
nf T.n!,
hypothetlcally as follows:
as appeared in this issue."
tv
j

at

$100

The Montoya Republican is more
positive in its expression for 'it says:
"The New Year's edition of the Santa
Fe New Mexican was one of the most
creditable papers we have seen in
It was in magazine fornCpro-fuselillustrated, in fact, a work of
art, showing many beautiful scenes
for which Santa Fe is noted. It is
a credit to the territory and all should
have it."
Editor D. L. Newkirk of the Pecos
Valley News, speaks as follows of the
special edition:
"From what we learn of Santa Fe,
N. M., in literature and the advertising matter of the Santa Fe Railroad
Company, we might suppose the city
to be a collection of adobe huts built
in a semi-circl- e
around the church of
San Miguel. It takes something like
the New Year's edition of the Santa
Fe New Mexican to disprove the
prevailing ideas of the Ancient City.
The edition was well printed with
scenes of the capital city, showing
the many modern buildings, schools,
churches and business blocks. The
New Years edition was of great
advertising value to the city of Santa
Fe, and indirectly, to the territory of
New Mexico."
A well known banker of Chicago

Professional

-

B. READ, Assistant Cashier.

mn

n

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

H

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

OF SANTA FE.

$
5

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
- - - . xew MexicoSanta Fe,
;

CHARLES F. EASLEY

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in ail markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
..
- &
...vt..j' uaiiiiiiiiug agency fjuuuw or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal

Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

CATRON & CATRON

Attorneys and
Santa Fe,

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory'
Speaks Spanish
w

ijj

....

Phone 192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davies

A. B. Renehan

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and

trict Courts.
specialty.
Santa Fe

HOTEL

LACE

One of the Best

G. W. PRICHARD

r

Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service

in

Lrge
Room

Unexcel led

the West

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney '

Sample

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las "Vegas,
New Mexico

for Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Attorneys-at-La-

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico.

Taos

--

k

h

l

has-be-

en

seven-colum-

one-fift- h

t

)

fWiW

HOTEL

Jesse

W

..

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS
G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberts
Attorneys-at-La-

Offices: Raton. N. M.. and Trinidad
Colorado.

J. E. LACOME

H.

Proprietor

M.

DOUGHERTY

Attorney-at-La-

....

Practices in .the Supreme and

Dis-

trict Courts of the Territory. Office:

Commodious Sample Kocra

Socorro

Long Distance Telephone Station.

New Mexico

GEORGE D. BARBER

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION"

FitESS THE BUTTON

"WE DO

THE REST.

Attorney and Councellor-at-LaPractices in the District and Supreme Courts of
the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business
Lincoln County
r--

-

-

New Mexico
.

EDWARD C. WADE.
Attorney-at-La-

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

d,

e

w

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
. New Mexico
Las Cruces.

j

G40-acr-

Dis-

Mining and Land Law a
Office in Catron Block.
.
New Mexico

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.

W'LLIAM VAUGHN PROP.

0

Ami-sta-

Catron Block
. New Mexico- -

G. VOLNliV HOWARD

advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
cj
as is consistent with safety and the principles oi sound banked ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rcat. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
trull
tKru nnruwn nnmuTJTjTJTTLn njxnrmnnnnn
ruvjsnnjnjnruiunjfu

50,-00- 0

12-fo-

Counsellors-at-La-

...

Office:

5

THE

Practices In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

--

CORONADO hotel

IHE

First Class Seetauiant

COIl3Lctio.
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Nipht

; first

iaa.

Las Cruces

-

-

-

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third'
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces New Mexico

...

H. R. PUTMAN
U. S. Court Commissioner

Class

aiHloroilly

Uj-Mat-

e
.

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

DON

GASPAR

AND

WTERATREET,

Fot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
In every Room
For Commercial Travelers

HERE IS AVERY

EXCEPTIONAL

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE

CHRISTMAS

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifl
Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
11
Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles
that

attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco Bt.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N,M.

-

(Late Surveyor General)

one-fift- h

acre-foo-

Xew Mexico

Attorney-at-La-

s

25.-00-

. .

-

E. C. ABBOTT

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
- $150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

5

Cards

CasJlter.

fl5GI?.l.

iilS Old! iiiliiiidi Bdsift

2

JANUARY 17, 1910.

MONDAY,

and
Conveyancer
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered.
. . New Mexico.
Texico
R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General5s Office.
- . . . New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Office with the New Mexican Print-InCompany.

....

g

Notice for Publication.
Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal
Land
(Serial 06732.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 4, 1910.
Notice is hereby
cio Roibal of Pecos, N. M.,
who, on
January 3, 1905, made homestead en
try (serial 06732) No.
west quarter, section

8202, for north18, townahin 17
i.
ha
ia,uBC
ea.Hi, in. m. v. Meridl
u, uas mea notice of intention to.
maKe final five vear nmnt tn
Tl

n r t Vi ,

. . i ti

.

lish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register or Receiver. U. S. land nfflpo , of
,
uajiLct X c
M., on the 24th day of
February, 1910.
yiauunui. naiues as witnesses:
Miguel Lamv. ninnift
on.j. ,
Aioimuiu uauegos, rearo Roibal alt
oi recos, xn. M.,

c..

1

MANUEL R. OTERO,
B agister.

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X. M.

JANUARY 17, 1910.

MONDAY,
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THIS INVITES YOU

SOCUL AND PERSONAL

VfemjaH

nwwj ijuww.il

j.

A. Mennett, a

Vegas, is in the

A cordial invitation is extended to yon to deposit your funds with this bank to tr nsaet through
us whatever business you may have of a financial

i

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

2L

$50,000'

Capital

Santa Fe.

N

,M.

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
G.

FRANKLIN

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

President

FLICK,

V.

Cashiei.

W. S. DAVIS,

S. DAVIS.

J.

Cashl;.

is

A

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

Anti-Saloo-

FREDERICK MULLER

'

FUKMIURE

j

BOTTELS

HOT WATER

See our show window for
bargains in these goods

Everything in Hardware
ii

i

n

WE

ARE OVER STOCKED

and offer a few numbers at less than cost to us.

Stripling, furrows

&

Where your dollar
buys the most

Company

j
I

O

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

EAL ESTATE

-I- NSURANCE

OFFICE

Francisco St., where tin old Santa Fe
Trail ends and the Greater Sinta Fe "trail"
begins.
We have sotn very desirable propositions in th
way of city lots; frait rancaes and Jarg tracts to
be reclaimed, to offer.
119 San

s-

;

Lewis C. Ilfeld, and A. E. Bloxom, all
of whom were registered at the Claire
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Rapp have returned from Chicago. Mr. Rapp is one
of the foremost architests of the
southwest and has drawn the plans
for the new sanitarium which the Sis-- :
ters of Charity are building here.
"Hon. H. O. Bursum returend yes-- i
terday from his sheep ranches in the
Mr. Bursum
Oscuras.
makes the
pleasant announcement that condi
tions over there are better for stock
than they have been before in five
years. Recent rain, and snow have
thoroughly soaked the ground." Socorro Chieftain.
Hon. Horace C. Abbott, former
member of the legislature, S. Floer-sheipresident of the Floresheim
Mercantile
Company. John Lauter- bach and C. W. Sunday of Springer,
Colfax county, are business visitors
in Santa Fe. They report that sheep
in their section are in good condition
and have passed the severe weather
wonderfully well.
"Colonel Wm. M Rersrpr has inst
been
secretary of the New
Mexico Historical Society for the
twenty-nintannual consecutive time..
With the single exception of Solomon
Spiegelberg, who now resides at Las j
Vegas, Colonel Berger is the only liv- '
ing member of the society who was
he
present at its organization in 1881,
being one of the founders and its
secretary since that time. The his-- !
torical society at that time possessed
only a few relics and curios. It occupied a small room in the ancient his-- ;
toric palace at Santa Fe. It now octhe old palace buildcupies one-hal- f
ing, and has the finest collection of
historic relics .in the southwest which
is valued intrinsically at over one hun- dred thousand dollars and many times
that in historic valuation. L. Bradford Prince has been president of the
society more than 25 years and has
to that office."
just been
Belen Tribune.
John Ervien, son of Land 'Commissioner and Mrs. R. P. Ervien, was
tendered a very enjoyable surprise
party at the executive mansion on
Saturday evening.
Former Assessor Marcelino A. Ortiz
has returned from a trip to California
where he regained his health completely.
W. H. Maston manager, of agencies for a Colorado insurance company,' was the guest today of A. M.
Bergere and will go from here to Alamosa, Colorado.
"Captain A. S. Brookes, U. S. army,
detailed by the "war department to
instruct the National Guard of New
Mexico, arrived in the city last night
from Santa Fe and spent the day here
in the interests of his candidacy for
the adjutant generalship.
Captain
Brookes in speaking of the National
Guard stated that the guard was
never in better shape. Since April
last, he says, six new companies have
been organized in as many towns,
namely, Santa Fe, Alamogordo, Clevis, Carlsbad, Artesia and Tucumca-ri- ,
for which the war department has
supplied equipment costing $22,000. In
addition to this an additional apprc- -,
priation of $40,000 is expected from
the war department for this year.
Captain Brookes says that plans are
underway for converting a company
of infantry Into a squadron ot cavalry,
providing the necessary equipment
and money can be secured from the

r

For full particulars call or
address the above company'

IeaJ
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R
traOac

5SEBSH3E2

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company-Denve-

r

Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M BERGESJE.
Santa Fe,

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

Catron

Block

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YVRDON HICKOX STREET,
NEW

MEXICO

CENTRAL

Phone Red 100

NEAR."
DEPOT

Phone Red 100

TOMAS

P. DELGADO Mgr.

NOW IS THE I1ME

To have that SUIT clewed, pressed and put in, good shape
We will do it
for fall wear.
We

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

will caarge f KICrHT- -

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
BLACK

208 WEST

PALAOE AVE

I

Watch

war department.

This

-

Space
THE CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers

Just

where the

squadron will be located has not yet
been determined upon. This noon
Captain Brookes entertained at luncheon at the Castenada the following
William J.
guests.- Chief Justice
Wills, Harry W. Kelly, United States
Attorney D. J. Leahy and Col. M. M.
Padgett" Las Vegas Optic,
j
Carlo Digneo, the contractor, has
returned from Lake Geneva, Wis.,
just
'
and Chicago, where he went to get G.
B. Pop, who has been in a private san- j

if

PAINTS, ALL COLORS
AIAB ASTINE, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

ihr

CALL FOR PRICES

LET US SERVE YOU

ONE
LITTLE
SAIL

Las week we gave a big sale for the big folk
and we understand the little folks were jealous
Now you have chance to get even.
U
r
trrill ub
J ..
auu we are ouring ior
iuric nui ujau- juuiuJ uvf
ytij
few days only, to close ort some odd sizes, a splendid grade
of ROYS AND MISSES FLECEED RIBBfcD TWO PIECE
SUI I S UNDERWEAR from 15c to 3Uc garment.
1

v

IN

MILLINERY

3

4.

MISS A. M UGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza.

malady that
caused Pop to believe that he was
very wealthy and could spend money
lavishly. While not cured, Mr. Pop is
much improved and is now at Coro- na with his family. Mr. Digneo re- ports the weather conditions in the
east as "awful" and he was very glad
to return to Santa Fe, even if the
weather here isn't quite what it used
to be.

itarium for a peculiar

h

1QQ
10I7

BEDS and SPRINGS
Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT

BIG BARCAINS

i

,

FURNITURE, Mattresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS and BUGGIES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AD CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

j

j

MOST COMPLETE
STOCK IN EACH

i

N. B. LAUGH LIN

Asst.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

the Girl! We Furnish the Houso.

You Furnish

n

hotel.
J. C. Wallace an attorney of Co- lumbus, Ohio, is visiting friends in
the city.
W. C. Strickland, a representative
of a paper concern o St. Louis, is at
the Palace.
W. L. Burton, a hardware salesman
from Louisville, is calling on his customers here.
F. M. Bray, a clothing salesman
from Quincy, 111., is registered at the!
Palace hotel.
J. F. Miller of the Valley Ranch,
San Miguel county, is a business vis-- ,
itor in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Weld of Tucson,
Arizona, are tourists in the city. They
are stopping at the Claire hotel.
W. E. Smith, a rancher of Las Ve-- ;
gas, is calling on friends here. He
is registered at the Palace hotel.
Rev. J. S. Seder, superintendent of
the
League, with head-- i
quarters at Albuquerque, is a visitor
in Santa Fe.
F. A. Chace, representing a private
detective agency of Denver, was in the
city yesterday. He was registered at
the Palace hotel.
Dr. John P. Wagner received word
today from Cincinnati, that his broth-- :
er, Bernard J. Wagner, a musical composer, is dying.
Several Las Vegans spent Sunday
here. Among them were C. Romero,
John F. Ferguson, Lorenzo Delgado,

many new names to our list rf patrons. "We desire
your business also, beliewog we can serve you to
yo a r complete satisfaction.

'

O. P. filth fif Pimlli
salesman, is in the city'.

Otero
Miguel
confined to his homo with illness.
J. II. Tray of Hot Springs, South
Dakota, is registered at the Coronado

few months we have added

GO,

traveling man of Las

A.

nature.

Danrg the past

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

gwi

,
j

John W. Dorman in the forest service with headquarters at Guam but
formerly of Santa Fe, was married
last week to Miss Margarite A. Quinn
of Frankfort, Ky., who lately taught
school at Gibson, McKinley county.
A Congregational minister performed
the ceremony at Gallup. The couple
was attended by Martha E. Savage
and Ora P. Hester.
KBBBBEBSSSS

-

& Co.
are- -

,C0.
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Ladies and Gentlemen

Something for

BQSPSS&SSfl

GROCERS
"Where prices

0 F, EVERY OES

B

S.llfiU

H

4

W. N. TOWNSEND

Especially Reduced
Prices in Ladies

lowest

for safe quality"

HATS

DONT FAIL

One Resolution to Make

TO SEE OUR COM PLETE STOCK OF
FANCY GOODS, NOVELTIES AND
OTHER ARTICLES.

What other 1910 Resoiu
tion youmay make

La Moda Millinery

Resolve

trade at

"

now Ithat you will

KATTNK

&

OO.

the

coming year. It is a resolution in. your own interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest possible prices.

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Boom

'

Catron Block.

Phone Black 78

KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
store
for you
06,' the logical
to patronize through T910.

19

(INCORPORATED)
Oatron Block, SantaFe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

.

REAL ESTATE and INSU RANGE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

H. S, KAUNE
SATISFACTION

& COMPANY

FIRST CLASS
HICK SERVICE

PHONE 28

rrDDTPi"c
vwvivrv J lij

iv-vi-

,St

-v

ASSURED

i imd theodore
rv uiiLi
tORRIOK. Prop-

Bs

and Saddle Horses
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TIIE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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Si. Louis Rocky

Pacific

H0TEL ARRIVALS

&

Comoany,

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect Jv.fr 14, 1S08.
Miles From

N i

l.
UAH.Y

LmiIm From

STAIIOM.

HlD

No 21
DAILY

.

'

a. m.

00

u

)0

0

a. ii..
a. ra.
a. tn.

jO 35
10 50

11
18

a. m
a. m
a. m.
p. in.
p. m.
P. m.
p. m.
p. m,
p m.

20
25
81

50 p.
6 15 P,

m.
m.
Si mi

68
77

p.m.
,.10
23

86
89
4

tl1

05
20

11 45
2 20
.2 45
8 30
II 60
4 15
4 45
4 55

li
48
42
48
bX

p.m.

5

7.

7. 45

ht

,

p. m.
p. ra.

,.

N;M.
Arr,
Molnei,
Lv.Dps
"
" Kurauldo,
'
" liedman
'
'
" Capulln
Vigil
"
"
". Thompson
" Cunningham
'
" Uliftou Hou?f Junction "
Arr
Arr.
N ..I
RATON
Lv
Lv.
" Clifton House Junction "
Lv
"
"
" Preston
'
"
" Koebler
'
"
" Koehler Jnct.
"
"
" Oolfax
"
"
" Cerrosoao
OIMABRON N. M.
" Nnst
N. M.
Lv
" Harlan
" Utf I'ark
& S. W.

t

H
2
18
7

2 55

2

n

SO

25

12 05
11 40
11 06
11 16
tlO 15
9 43

7
13
28
20
88
41

t"

Connects with E. P.

6 30
5 15
55
4 35
4 25
8 55
8 30

40
45
88
82

p, m.

p.m.
m.
p.

p. m.
p. m.
p. ra
p. m,

p.m.
m.
p

p m
p. m.
a. m.
a' m,
a. m
a. m
a. m- -

47

7 40
7 25
7 00

50
53
68

a.m.

a. m.
a. m

Ry.. train Xo. 124 arriving in Dawson N.

M., 6:15 p. in.

fConnects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train Xo. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
8:55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, X. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND:
XORTH BOUND:
Xo. S, 9:27 a. m.
Xo. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
Xo. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Xo. 7, 8:12 p. in.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
&
e S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. V. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, X. M., is depot for the following points in Xew Mexico: Ocate,
itayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ule Park, X. M., is depot for following points in Xew Mexico: Arroyo
Sfco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown, Lobo,
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

P. J, DEDViArV

Superintendent",
RATON,

(J. van HOUTEN;
V. Dres. and Gen Mgr.
RATON. N.

N. At.

Gen-

-

-

N

M,

DENVER&RIQ GRANDER.R.
OFFERS RATE OF

One Fare For the Round Trip
ALL STATIONS IN NEW
MEXICO also ALAMOSA,
ANTONITO and DURANGO, COLO, to

ACCOUNT

Emm Scottish Rite Bodies of Free Masonery
SELLING

January 2 1, 22, 23 & 24th

DATES

PINAL LIMIT JANUARY 29th- For farther Information Call on or Write

J,

or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
SANTA PR. N. M.

H. McBRIDE, Agent,

&

P. A.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System,

The Best Route

-

LETTER LIST.

Pass- Agent for in the postoffice at Santa Fe,

RATON

AV

1

List of letters remaining uncalled

A. GORMAN,

VV.

Palace.
F. M. Bray, Quiucy, i.; O. F. Fath,
Pueblo; Y. E. Smith, La Veta; Miss
L. C. Allen, City;
V. C. Strickland,
St. Louis; L. B. Strielling, W. H. Mar- G.
tin, O. D. Bryan, Denver; Joun
Las
Williams, Dallas; A. Mennett,
Vegas. S. Floersheim, Springer; C.
V.'. Sunday, Springfield; F. A. Chase,
Denver; R. A. Jennings, Kingfisher,
Okla.; Roxie E. Jennings, Oklahoma;
H. C. Abbott, Springer; W. L. Burton, Louisville.
Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Wild, Tucson;
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Gibson, Albuquerque: W. D. Miern, Menotank; C. H.
Child, Colorado Springs; F. A. Tait,
Quincy, 111.; W. H. Brown, Clayton;
J. C. Lacey, Chicago; E. R. Bartlett,
Topeka; C. Romero, John F. Ferguson, Las Vegas; J. S. Seder, Albuquerque; E. C. Allen, A. R. Brandenburg, Denver; Lorenzo Delgado, Las
Vegas; J. F. Miller, Vallev Ranch:
Lewis C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas; F. B.
Maynard, 'James Scott, Durango; A.
E. Bloxsom, Las Vegas ; G. H. Pol-- :
lock, Chicago; G. M. Waters, Denver;
Fred Fornoff, City.
Modern.
A llinnnfirnno'
"R
W PI
rifirvin
Neil'
Fer-Xew
York
Brockney,
City
guson, Albuquerque; James Purcell,
Las Vegas.
Coronado.
B. H. Stanley, Trinidad; J. H. Tray,
Hot Springs, S. D.; Joseph Routledge,
Clarita; F. Basenger, Folsom; J. H.
Smith, Hyar; Gaorge Betone Denver; O. C. Peterson, Irene; W. C.
Horn, Estancia; C. M. Johnson, Alamosa; E. G. Deming, II. W. Wheeler,
Stanley.

East or West

for the week ending Jan. 15, 1910.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington:
Archuleta, Miss Pabeten.
Archuleta, Donasiona.

M.,

Abbott, Mr. H. A.
Boiela, Diego.
Boler, Mrs. A.
Blake, Mrs. G. W.
Blackwell, Mr. Geo. L.
Barber, Wm.
Carrillo, Cruss Luch.
Carrillo, J. P.
Clinton, Rev. A. M.
Carver, Col. Lee.
Chiloberg, Miss Rena.
Dina, Mr. Imria Ens R. Anne.
Darchnges, Miss Guadulipa.
Davis, Mr. L. A.
Digles, Mrs. W. S.
Davis, Miss Sallie De Frest.
DeFrest, C. W.
Gleason, Chas. F.
Gonzalus, Miss Yenes.
Gonzalus, Sofia.
Greigo, Rafelita.
Garcia, Miss Marina.
Gasner, John J.
Garcia, Mr. Espifanio.
Herra, Mr. Julian.
Hill, Mrs. Ella.
Ingram, Ramsey.
Kelly, Mrs. Alice.
Kimball, Mr. J. V.
Lucero, Juan.
Lopez, Mr. L.
Lopez, Mrs. F.
Lopez, Will.
Lucero, Mr. Juan.
Lucero, Mr. Viatris.
Lucero, Senor Dona Juanita.
Laus, E. E.
Lewis, Mrs. Juan.
Lanes, Mrs. George.
Landes, Mr. H.
Leyba, Eateria.
McKenize, Miss Emma.
Mayo, Mrs. Dick.
Montoya, Mr. H. C.
Montoya, Mr. Julonita.
Montoya, Mr. D.
Otero, Tilifls.
Perry, Miss Winnie.
Quintana, Mrs. Nicolasita L d.
Rush, Mr. Wrill.
Reaves, Mrs. T. M.
Romero, Mr. Juan B.
Romero, Anastacio.
Romero, Josie Eveline.
Rodriques, Miss Lena.
Rodriques, Mrs. Elena.
Rodirques, Mr. Jacobo.

Rutherford,

EUGENE A. FOX,
G. F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

SPANISH LESSONS
Iadividualor Class Lessons
IN GRAMMAR;

RAYMOND

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLTC

Oil

for Orchard

fall fruit crop

i

ESTIMATES
PLANS
Furnished on short notice
CEMENTWORK a SPECIALTY
.

&

try

PUBLIC SALE OF

Espanola, N. M.

S

EXCESS L
l

.

Will Be Made Great Lvent
under Carslbad Irrigation
Project

Postmaster.
STATEHOOD BILL
WAS FULLY

JANUARY 17, 1910.

MONDAY,

"I have suffered with piles for

thinv-- 6
One year ago last April I beici
gan
taking Cascarets. for constipation,
.
.
41
l" tourse oif a weefc I noticed the
piu-began to disappear and at the end ot fix

years.

weeks they did not trouble me at til.
4ascarets have done wonders for liis. I
am entirely cured and feel like a row
man." George Kryder, Napoleon, O.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Good.
Do

DISCUSSED.

Never Sicken.Weaken or Gwn.
50c Never sold in bulk. The
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteeup ' '
cure or your moony back.
30c. 25c,

24. 1910

THE

DATE

Andrews

and Cameron
Delegates
House to
Committee
of
Urged
Make Haste.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 17. The
committee of the Hovse of Representatives held its first session to consider the statehood bills for Xew
Mexico and Arizona.
There was an
unusually large number of the mem
bers of the committee present, and
gave earnest attention to the careful
.
consideration of the various features
both bills, which are, in many re- sl,octs llle same; so that action on one
carries the same action
practically
on both. Chairman Hamilton presid- ed and but few questions were asked
as the reading of the provisions in
the bills proceeded.
Delegate Andrews, for New Mexico,
and Delegate Cameron, of Arizona,
were strongly pressing for immediate
action. Hoval A. Smith, the chairman
the Republican Territorial Commit- tee of Arizona, ably assisted Delegate
Cameron, and both are pressing for
as quickly as it can obtained.
The secretary of the interior in
writing to the chairman of the house
committee of territories on the state- hood bill savs:
"Referring to my letter of Decern-- 1
her 11. 1909. submitting a report on H.
R. 12,329, (a former statehood bill)
Sixty-firs- t
Congress, second session,
providing for the admission of New
Mexico and Arizona. I have the honor
to recommend that the following pro- viso be inserted in section eleven, re-- 1
lative to New Mexico, namely:
"Provided further, that where any
lands herein or heretofore granted to
the state are needed for irrigation
works in connection with any projects
under the said act of June 17, 1902,
the state may relinquish the same to
the United States, and with the approval of the secretary of the interior,
lands of
select other
equal area in lieu thereof.
"It is believed that this "will afford
a method mutually satisfactory to the
United States and the proposed state,
whereby the government may expeditiously acquire title to land in irrigation projects, which are needed for
non-miner-

construction purposes.
"A similar letter has been sent to
Senator Borah.

I
!

Two Crop Seasons for Cantaloupes in Lower Pecos
Valley.

'

j

Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 17 The
United States has set August 24, 1910,
as the definite date for public sale of
all excess land admitted to water under the Carlsbad project. All excess
land unsold on this date will be sold
to the highest bidder without any re-striction as to price. The Pecos
ter Users' Association as well as the
owners of the excess land will adver-o- f
tise the gale very extensively so that
there will be enough buyers present
to take up any land that may be on
the market. In the mean time tne
owners of excess lands are offering
their holdings at low figures and on
very reasonable terms. A number of
sales have already been made and
the next excursion will bring many
who come to take advantage of this
opportunity for getting first class irri-o- f
gated lands at a low price. In no
part of the west can lands with such
n
sure and stable water supply be
as
a
chased at as reasonable
figure
here. Land prices in the upper Pecos
valley have advanced very rapidly the
past years, and are getting to a
normal point and it will only take a
short time until the lands under the
Carlsbad project will be in the hands
of small farmers who know what the
true value of the land is. When this
time arrives the day of opportunity
for cheap irrigated land will be past
in eastern New Mexico,
The farmers ui der the Carlsbad
project are becoming convinced that
diversified farming can be carried on
to exceptionally good advantage in
this climate. They are, therefore, preparing to grow many crops in
for shipping purposes that have
never been grown commercially under
this project. The growing of cantaloupes has had careful consideration
for the past six months and the farmers will soon be ready to organize for
for market
growing of contaloupes
this season. In case four or five cars
can be shipped every day the Santa
Fe railway will undoubtedly render
all the assistance possible. The Carlsbad project is peculiarly well situated
The early
for growing cantaloupes.
planted cantaloupe will ripen in time
to strike a bare market in the latter
part of July and the first week in August. Another planting of cantaloupe
can be made in June which will ripen
the latter part of September and fore
part of Octaber, when the market is
again bare of first class product. The
farmers here, therefore, are likely to
plant two crops and have one shipping
season in July and beginning of August and another shipping season the
latter part of September and the fore
part of October. Some seasons it is
possible to have cantaloupes for market November 1st, but the ordinary
season would close around October
pur-actio-

j

j

j

'

"Very Respectfully,
"R. A. BALLINGER."
The sections that received the most
attention were from sections six to
twelve, inclusive; which are the sections that give the public lands to
the various schools, colleges and public institutions.
Mr. Clements, of the interior department, explained the reasons for
the insertion of some of the sections
for the better protection of the lands;
after they had been passed to the
new states.
When at one time there were some
unexpected delays and quibble about 20th.
Another crop that is likely to be
what should be done with some 1G00
acres of land, Delegate Andrews could grown quite extensively the coming
not help exhibiting som irritation season is broom corn. The climate is
especially adapted to growing of fine
and said:
"We want to get into hte Union. Put brush and under irrigation the crop
that little batcli of land in or out of the is sure each season. The available
bill. Let's get through with the bill, yield under irrigation in this climate
of a
and not quibble about unimportant, should be at least three-fourt- s
ton per acre, but well cultivated fields
parts of the bill."
The business
proceeded a little would very likely produce a ton to
the acre.
more rapidly after that.
Several times Delegate Cameron
could not help exhibiting some uneasi- WATCHED HIS WIFE
BURN TO DEATH.
ness as he had some fear that they
would not finish up with the Arizona
bill and proceeded to press the claims Terrible Accident in Roosevelt County Which Results in Loss of
Life.
whatThere is no Quinine, nothing
Portales, N. M.4 Jan. 17 WTiile S.
ever harsh or sickening in Preventics. R. Beck was traveling with his wife
These little Candy Cold Cure Tablets and stepson from Clovis, New Mexi
act as by magic. A few hours and co, to Throckmorton, Texas, an ac
cident occurred to his team while
your threatening Cold is broken. Candy crossing Blanco canon near Portales.
like in taste, Preventics please the The wagon was upset and caught
children and they break the feverish-ness- , fire from the stove on it. Mrs. Beck
was trapped under it was slowly
always. And least of all is the who
burned to death and her appeals for
economy. A large box 48 Preventics
help were heartrending but Beck
25 cents.
Ask your druggist. He could not raise the burning wagon
Co. and had to stand by helplessly as the
knows. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
hungry flames reached out for his
wife. The boy was also badly burned and may die. Mr. Beck was burned painfully about hands and face in
his efforts to rescue his wife whose
limbs were slowly burned to ashes.

There is nothing that causes more worry and discomfort than a chronic,
festering ulcer. As it lingers, slowly eating into the tissues and surrounding
flesh, and by its tendency to grow worse in every way, it suggests the possibility of being cancerous in its nature. Efforts to heal the ulcer by means
of salves, washes, lotions, etc., always result in failure, because such treatment can have no possible effect on the blood where the imtmrities and
morbid matters form, and are carried thorugh the circulation to the place,
to keep it op n, irritated and diseased. The impurities in the blood must
be removed before the healing process can begin.
S. S. S. goes to the
fountain-hea- d
of the trouble, and drives out the
poisons and
morbid impurities which keep the ulcer open. Then as this rich, purified
blood is carried to the diseased place the healing commences, the infiam-- I
mation gradually leaves, the discharge ceases, new tissue and healthv flesh
are formed, and soon the sore is permanently cured because the source has
been destroyed. S. S. S. does not make a surface cure, but by supplying
g
the blood with healthful,
properties it begins at the bottom
and causes the flesh at the diseased spot to firmly and permanently knit
together, and the place is left sound and well. Book on Sores and Ulcers
and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. OA.
I

The seals and record tjookr for no
public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at ver,
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor
ated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print
ing Company, Snta Fe. New Mexico.

tarles

germ-produci-

Pepommended and used bthe
best fruit growcra In P:os
Valley and throuirbou' Colorado
For Information at .1 Prices on
uu orchard supplies
pots
C. L. POLLARD

U you want anything on earth
a New' Mexican Want Ad.

Vernon, Mr. Walter.
Vigil, Efren.
Valencia, Don Xepomnelno.
Willaims, Mrs. Sarah, (3).
Windslow, Mr. Roser.
Willie, Mr. Dennis.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Asa.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
S. B. GRIM SHAW,

CURES
CHRONIC ULCERS

Heaters

Insure you a

,

Ernest.

Troutraan

These Pots

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors

Mr.

Robinson, Mr. George.
Stems, Mrs. R. M.
Snyder, Mr. Joe.
Smith, Mrs. Dunton.
Stafford, Mr. John.
Semans, Miss N.
Sena, Miss Peha.
Trujillo, Miss Caroline.
Trujillo, Miss Margarita, (2).
Thompson, Miss Maria.
Tafflinger, Mr. Henry.
Trujillo, Miss Delflna.

For Rites and full information address

N.

M.

In. Splendid
Ranges
Condition Having the Best
Grass in Years.

San Antonio, Texas, jan. 15. Owing
to the splendid condition of its pastures, Southwest Texas will have a
great deal of fine beef cattle to offer
to the market in a short time. The
fine rains that have fallen during thf
winter have provided the best stand
of grass for many years and ranchmen will be able to fatten up their
cattle without shipping them to the
grass lands of Oklahoma or the northern parts of the state.

For indigestion ana a?r stomach
troubles take Foley's Orino Laxative.
It is the natural remedy for indigesbad
tion,
dyspepsia,
heartburn,
breath, sick headache, torpid liver,
biliousness and habitual constipation.
Foley's Orino Laxative sweetens the
stomach and breath, and tones up the
entire alimentary system. Sold by all
druggists.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Train leaves for the north at 10:15
a. m.

Train arrives from the north at

4

p. m.

New Mexico Central.
Train leave3 Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
.

Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the' south and
west, and No. 3 from the east at La: v
Junction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Sania Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
from the west. Arrives 11:10 d. ra.

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES.

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Reg

1, A.

ular communications
first Mond"V of eaoi
month a Masonic hall
at 7.30 u. m.

4 a.

F. P. CHRICHTON,
Worshipful Master.

ALAN R. McCORD,

Secretary.

R. A. M.

Regular
Fe Chapter No.

jO.

con-San-

ta

1,

g vocation second Monday of

ARTHUR

Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

ISt
5S33

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J.

A. MASSIE, E. C.

Recorder.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. 'Visiting brothers are invited

and welcome.
J. D. SENA,

DAVID KNAPP,
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d

Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.

WOODTS HACK LIKE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at

MARVEL Whirling Spray
1 'I'be Hew Vmrlmil
hyringe.
Jjeiit Most conven
ient, it cleanses

Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

enomd Know

lUinuy.

Ah TOnr drngretlt for It.
If ba cannot supply tben
M
II V R I,. cceDt
BtaniD fur
nthAi. hnt
nil n.rtlniilnra And riirmt!nna in- M k It VF.I. ( I).
1.HIA.

t Md Street. NEW YOBK.

Taos

a.ng- -

v:i(i

44

Pastures and

Yfamm
Every
Miuieremeu aim
about tbe wonderful

tissue-buildin-

TEXAS CATTLEMEN ARE
HAPPY FOR ONCE.

L1MI

U:lmlM

at

7 p. m.

T3a.iaa.e dcaa.
Cox3a.fsrta.1sla)

FARE

to

2ca

IM

$5.00
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Santa Fe the best place to
it were possible thru every
people of wealth who have learned of wi-- live
evto sojourn in, and that we
in,
in
and
Fe
ctuld
Santa
the
now
si.n
Fe,
living
great advantages of Santa
ADVANTAGES
SANTA
v. in a small
many of them who have come within
way interest themselves! will develop rapidly and successfully
our gates to Had that there are great
b. coiue interested in the creation will c"n ,,e apparent as a reward
natural advaniatri's here, but that f this much needed instil u; ion. It for our labor.
OUTLINED their own personal comfort could not w ill bring thousands of visitors to our Again 1 solicit a hearty
Cottages for rent," Phone 1S5 Red
be provided for from a standpoint of
people who are not afraid to tion from every one in Santa Fe that1
to
the
j ass
picture
hotel accommodations. During my spend their money, and they will we might brins:
FOR RENT OR SALE A zjod typee
on have it with us, and with that
last
painted for the future of the city writer. J. B. Sloan.
criticism
this
',mn,i
tr!'
P.,
the
Hotel
Tells
John
Enthusiast,
Wagner,
DeVargas
every hand that S ana Fe was an ideal y we will be able to build a great of Santa Fe.
Board of Trade About Future of the Greater
spot tor recreation for the health fitv manv who will come among us
WANTED A good cook, must have
student, and that many would will establish a permanent residence Iri the District Court of the First Judi- references. Captain Brookes.
seeker,
oaniare-Lmpnasi- zes
Necessity of
cial District, in and for Santa Fe
jcome here t0 Kp,nd lheir vacati0ns here or at least a summer home. I
with us if we would provide adequate r.'Md only cite to the creation of a
County, Territory of New Mexico.
Building a Splendid Tourist
WANTED Employment by young
P. J. Franklin. Plaintiff.
hotel accomodations I have been hotel at Colorado Springs, which was
man. 20 years old, strong and willing
Hotel.
a
rte
in
C5C2.
east
tn
best
No.
a
the
vs.
comparatively
urged by
people of the
great city
to work. Had experience as grocery
along this line, and 1 say to you con-- I few years, and the very nucleeus
The heirs, successors, assigns and clerk. Address X, New Mexican.
didly that it has been put upon us as around which Colorado Springs has lecral representatives of Francisco de
Declaring that Santa Fe has the tify the city and numerous other im ' an urgent duty if we would grow grown is the hotel which General PalAnaya Almazan, Andres Montoya,
one blower; one
advantages to make it the ideal tour- provements have been made and and develop in the future that we mer built, having seen far in advance Rebecca
75 horse-poweBorradail, Nasario Con.ales, gine,
ist city of the country John P. Wag- still the city is at a point where provide such an institution as we the possibility and great advantages
shovels,
one
force
pump;
dynamo;
MarFannie Hostetter. Jose Antonio
ner, vice president of the Santa Fe much more civic improvements ar have in mind the Hotel De Vargas.
of the climate of Colorado, and the
steel bars, tools, electric suppicks,
MontoIsidro
Isidoro
in
tinez,
Montoya.
demand.
Board of Trade, made a forceful plea
n onnni'iroH
in nnV
ft
1
You will pardon iw for mentioning s;U!e ! iwi
lead furnace; one
.'
"I
Juan Jose Montova, Ksquipula plies; one
w e need an
for a splendid tourist hotel here in
adequate sewer system. this particular project, of course it is f en st- with that which we have here. va,
copper-furnace- ;
slag pots, set"""J-lished
nl
on,0aan address he delivered before the Ve need the opening of new streets, m nr(.r to mv heart's
fnr it Thar tourist hotels pav is an estab- wheelbarbullion
moulds,
tling
pots,
Ramon
Sanchez,
members ot tne iioara oi unue
ttle widening of others and the river; wjj ne to the interest of the future
fact. I have been told bv someTolas Sanchez,
rows: steam, water and air pipe; slag
was
listened
Julian
Friedman,
front needs to be improved and with of Santa Fe: while I nave said much
day night. The address
the owners and proprietors of'Af'olf Guttman,
one motor, 15
elevator
building;
to with the greatest Interest for be- - that we can make our fair city a to the neonle about it. I feel that I tome of the best tourist hotels Francisco Montoya, Ignacio Narvaez,
;
blacksmith's
shop and
sides dwelling on the advantages of beautiful spot is beyond question, that cannot too strongly urge this fact throughout the west and northwest Fomuceno Urban, Francisco Romero,
blacksmith
anvil,
matte
tools,
house,
emt
a first class hotel, Mr. Wagner
the uniqueness of its architecture be that such an institution is the nucleus that there is scarcely an institution Antonio Rael, Paula Gallegos and
15 horsemotor,
bellows,
crusher;
of
unknown
claimants
as
having maintained and that the old city around which the future of Santa Fe
Narvaez,
phasized the importance
does not pay 25 per cent to :',3
building;
interests in the premises herein power; reverbatory furnace
other needs attended to.
should be perpetuated along those ni,lst depend. Whether it be the De per cent on the investment.
72 by 20;
lime
furnace,
reverbatory
to
said
plaintiff,
lines, and this one of its greatest and Vargas or some other hotel it cannot the important institution in many described, adverse
His address was as follows:
iron
with
flume
dust
kiln;
The name of our fair city Santa
grandest and most interesting assets he denied that the first and essential ( (immunities is a hotel is also a fact, and all persons claiming an interest
one wagon
one
railroad
scales,
stock;
in
Mil-to
adverse
in
said
in
said
of the buildings
the
j
is a household word throughout the
premises
thing for the growth of any city is a i may cite you to the city of
and three platform scales; one
United States and in Europe. It is the city especially in the down town piace to provide for the comforts and warkoe, lnd.. where the merchants of plaintiff, as unknown claimants of in-- scale, water tank and
stone
cooler; two
is
in
and
should
It
receive
careful necessities of the traveling public.
forests
the said premises adverse
AGNEli THRKc!
portions
known to every book reader.
water
water
iron
pipe connecttanks;
perhaps better known than any other study as to the architecture of the and as I have many times stated and that, city have subscribed to and to plaintiff, Defendants,
also pipe
water
town
with
works;
ing
new
such
and
toj
architecture
American
and
built the magnificent hotel of Span-- To thR above styled defendants:
buildings
continent,
wjsh to emphasize this statement
city on the
n
on
with
line
spring
connecting
it is not my purpose tonight to take should be in thorough keeping with night, that the most important devel- ish architecture at a cost of over ?1";0.-0(You are hereby notified that a
f
in
mile
about
property
notwithstanding the fact that sworn complaint has been filed and a
up the past history of Santa Fe but the surroundings of Santa Fe, always opment of Santa Fe is the merchant
length; one frame barn; also various
to deal with its present conditions presents a pleasing picture from an and property owner, and in fact ev- they are surrounded with a thickly
in the District Court mining machinery and improvements
Of course, ery individual of Santa Fe is the crea- populated country where there are suit commenced
and future prospects; that Santa Fe architectural standpoint.
of
Fe
Santa
county.
Territory of New located on above named mining claims
a
tnnnh
as
is destined to be a tourist, health and it is not expected that the residence tion of such an institution, and I may rn.Ttv hntel enriTiPr ns
tbe above and the property of said The ConsolMexico' a"ainlt 'ou
as
the
will
of
built
h
be
denied
with
even
be
cannot
resort
million
tlf
dollars
portion
and
along
would
not
amiss
city
that
be
say that it
pleasure
and
named
that
plaintiff,
idated Mining & Smelting Company.
in
no
new
other city the old ancient lines, but yet
we for the present forget everything these conditions Mishawaka is drawit is gifted by nature as
The general purposes of said suit
on the American continent, nestled buildings, which are now under con- else regarding the needs of Santa Fe, ing large crowds to their magnificent
It beins intended to sell all of the
are to determine and quiet the title
among the mountains at an elevation struction or contemplated in the fu- and that we stand together as one I hostelry.
property belonging to the defendant.
of said plaintiff in and to that certain The Consolidated
of 7,000 feet with pure air, pure water ture may be designed along lines that concrete body to create this instituMining & Smelting
Other Hotel Projects.
'
of land described as follows:
to
on
As
fit
will
the
climate
the
the
and most glorious
surroundings.
of
kind or characwhatever
tion the nucleus upon which depends
I will cite vou to the city of .Top- parcel
Company,
.
.1
t.
i
i
An t.
' American
B"lnL "uv "
"'"u"
continent, sight seeing future of Santa Fe I wish I were able the great future of Santa Fe, and I lin, Mo., where the enterprising mer- - 1. J,
ter, gave and except such property as
points and great historical researches. to paint the picture of old Santa Fe sincerely believe that it is the hon- - chants and propertv owners built a La Cieneguilla Land Grant, known in was by the decree of foreclosure renIt is the treasure house for the tour- - five or ten years hence that it would est duty of every merchant, profes- - hotel costing $750,000. We need but th offlce of tho Surveyor General of dered in the above cause found by the
sional man and property owner, and to look into Oklahoma and Texas St'w exi by Reported Number 115, Court and decreed to belong to the
those who can in any way assist to where there is every opportunity an(1 File dumber 125, situate in the Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque,
put forth and strain every effort and imaginable, many towns and cities County of Santa Fe, Territory of New New Mexico, and reference to said de- put his shoulder to the wheel to pro- - and some of the first buildings that Mexico, and containing 3202.79 acres, cree is hereby made for a description
cure by creating this much needed were erected were strictly modern' That the name and postoffice
to said
of said property belonging
of the attorney of the said
essential project.
'hotels, and that they are paying insti-dles- s
Lank.
1. .h
We Need Money.
'Unions can be easily estimated from plaint iff is Harvie DuVal, Santa Fe,
Said property will be sold at the
What we need is money, and that, the management of those hotels. Our New Mexico,
and place aforesaid, for the pur
time
of course, is the foundation of all attention is called to a remarkable j And that unless you enter your
of satisfying the said plaintiff
pose
for making development, fact that a $S5,000 hotel was built in pearance in said cause on or before
AM "i.ut"
J".'
owners or holders of the
and
the
We have practically no source of in- - the lields without any houses around the 7th day of February, A. D. 1910,
bonds and coupons of said defendant,
come from manufacturing, nor agri- - U somewhere in Texas where they j jmlsment will be rendered
against
&;
Smelting
culture, and we therefore, must look had to cut down the barb wire fences vou m sa;(j causo hy default and a The Consolidated Mining
to
amounting
outstanding,
to
sort
an
of
that
institution to build such a magnificent building,! pnaj ,iocrf.e De taken against vou and
forward
Hi..1 sum of two hundred and sixty-si,
niin.ii mu uniis iu uui cnj peue-ineie every modern equipmeuu was
h
f .
conformitv with the
and
thousand dollars (?2CC,000),
who will spend their money with us installed and the comforts of a large said
purposes of said suit.
,
.
A
nTli.-i,1
i
n
nnmFnntr.
I..
nnfiinnl
which said sum, together with inter
eVic
emu ciijoj uicse
ai muuuiis emu city nuiei eoiua ue eujoytu. il
,
f
v'itnoo
Whorcnf
hnvo hprf.
blessings, which we have so ahund- - t.roun.1 this hotel that the enterpris, unto set mv han (1 aml eal ot t,le said est thereon at the rate of six per cent
per annum from the date of said de
.
court at Santa re. New . Mexico, this cree until raid, was decreed to be a
I do not wish to be too sanguine, money have built a city. There arei,Pl.
,
,.,
t, ln,,n
first lien upon the property hereinbut I feel that I can with safety make many other cases which I might cite.
W. SHEARON,
FRANK
(Seal.)
before described, together with the
the prediction that by the creation of but as I am dealing with Santa Fe
Clerk.
costs herein to be taxed, and other
proper and adequate hotel aecommo- - 1 wish to devote my time to this
By ED. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
our city will double its pres- - tion. We must consider that all of
and disburseallowances, expenses
ent population with the next ten these noints I have cited have been
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
The tender leaves of a harmless the Court; and the uudersigned Speat a great disadvantage compared to
years. .
mountainous shrub, give cial Master, for the purpose of satisThere is a great universal move- - our advantages, and why should we
ment going on at present for the es- - not avail ourselves of tne great op- - j to Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy its niar- - fying said decree, and by virtue of the
tablishment of institutions for treat- - poitunities which we possess. I have velous curative properties.
Tight, ruthority vested in him, will, at the
ment and cure of tuberculosis; many heen promised by the railroads en-- j tickling coughs, quickly yield to the time and place in this Notice speciexpert gentlemen have searched the terinf Santa Fe that they will give healing, soothing action of this splen- - fied, offer for sale and sell at public
continent over for the ideal place for us every assistance to provide for us did prescription Dr. Shoop's Cough auction to the highest bidder for cash,
sanitariums, and it has been decided proper service as may be warranted Remedy. And it is so safe and good in accordance with the terms of said
'
:
:r
J, j
vv
.
that the most ideal climate on the by conditions, and that they will ad- - for children, as well. Containing no decree, the said real and personal
American continent exists in a strip vertise our city all over the world
opium, chloroform, or other harmful property.
from the north to the south borders
I personally have spent consider-o- f drugs, mothers should in safety alF. J. OTERO.
New Mexico, one hundred miles able money in advertising the
ways demand Dr. Shoop's. If other
Special Master.
in which Santa Fe occupies the vantages of Santa Fe, and the advan-ver- y remedies are
offered, tell them No!
center. It is, therefore, conced- tages of such a hotel as I have in Be
your own judge! Sold by Stripling-ed that Santa Fe is the natural sani- - contemplation and we are now duty Burrows
Probably the greatest coffee substiCo.
tute yet produced is that now known
tarium of the American continent, bound to provide the institution that
and all over the east the large fra-- we may be able to take care of the
to grocers everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
ternal bodies and the physicians of people when they come to our city, NOTICE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S Health Coffee. It actually goes a
SALE,
JOHN P. WAGNER,
third farther than all others, and belarger cities are strenuously pushing My attention has been called by a
No. 6344.
Vice President of the Santa Fe Board of Trade.
forth the movement of establishing number of people of the influx into our
sides it is "made in a minute." No
20 or 30 minutes tedious boiling is at
sanitariams on a large scale, and city. I wish to cite a few cases: Territory of New Mexico.
ist, the health seeker and pleasure be a revelation to you is stating it New
- County of Santa Fe.
Mexico
is
was
their
About
all necessary. Pure toasted grains,
a
ten
there
genago
point,
objective
days
student.
seeker and
mildly
' tllat
Santa Fe must become active fleman with his family came to Santa In the District Court.
malt, nuts, etc., have been so cleverly
The city of Santa Fe is the pivotal
Progress is Watchword.
Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff,
towards securing the location
of
Fe
with
of
the
no'
blended as to give a wonderfully satpurpose
here,
locating
of
the
That
Santa
of
remains
various
Fe
surrounding
point
longer
vs.
isfying, true genuine coffee flavor and
the superb climate, and that the early at a standstill is absolutely true, it:some of these sanitariums cannot be and after four or five days search for
& Smelting
taste. And not a grain of real coffee
era had must progress and if the citizens of tow stronSly emphasized, and our best quarters they left our city to go to The Consolidated Mining
settlers of the
Company, et al.. Defendants.
"l l
.L De Pul Iorm 10 onset tne Albuquerque,
is used. 100 cups, 25c. Sold by Frank
stating tnat tney coma
a conception to seek the most glori- Santa Fe who have so long lived in the
Notice is hereby given that the un- Andrews.
accommodations,
ous climate on the continent is quite old town do not take hold of this great activity which is being mani- not secure proper
some
fested
heretofore appointed Spebv
of
our
cities
is
we
lost
in
sister
this
dersigned,
That
have
true,
family
while
the march or progress it will be done from
evident I believe, and
the Territorv. otherwise we will lose If one would spend a few days around cial Master, under and by virtue of
city is gifted with these ideal climatic the outside by those who come in '
If you want anything on earth try
conditions and other natural condi- among us having learned of the great some of these sanitariams cannot be the depot at Santa Fe and Lamy we the decree of foreclosure rendered in a New
Mexican Want Ad.
Judi
Profitable
of
the
I
First
Court
institutions
the
all
confirmation
of
which
District
would
would
a
hear
tions many years have gone by in advantages and possibilities of our
which practically these great advan- - citv
Here we are the onlv canital lelp t0 Duila lIP and maintain our have said in regard to the lack of cial District of the Territory of New
hotel accommodations
city.
at Santa Fe. Mexico, within and for the County of
TO AND FROM R O SWELL.
tages have been allowed to lie dor eitv nn tha Amprinnn nntinont
MOtel a "loney Maker,
What are we to do; are we to stand Santa Fe, entered on the 7th day of
mant. That the city has been making in fact the oldest without adequate
Connection
made wira Automobile
1 need not
further worry you" with by idly, and hear this criticism mul-- January, A. D. 1909. in that cause
fnr the traveline!
marked nroeress is evident on every accommodations
at
for Roswell daily,
line
Torrance
tne
advantages here; they are here.tiply, or shall we proceed to look wherein Thomas K. D. Maddison is
side, in the very brief time in which public, and those who of necessity
Automobile
leaves
Torrance for Rosnow
and
wlu
these
and
remain
to
the
for
Consolidated
remedy
The
quickly
future, earnestly
I have been living among you I have come to our city to transact business
Mining
plaintiff and
4
at
well
a.
and
1 wish to urge that we no
arrives at Roswell
m.,
of.
bl,t
so
much complained
& Smelting Company, et al., are deseen the most remarkable changes voice this sentiment. With a boule-- 1
longer things
at
12. noon. Automobile leaves. RosA Great Opportunity,
12th
on
of conditions I have ever noticed dur-- yard system stretching along the river overlook the fact tna wnI1e we pos- Saturday, the
fendants, wU,
I say to you, gentlemen, that this day of March, 1910, at the hour of well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and aring my entire career. Santa Fe has bank reaching from city limit to citylsess these great advantages which
awakened to the fact that it possesses limit, and going around the city from lhe Seneral Public is so earnestly de- - is an opportunity of a lire time, and 2 o'clock p. m., at the front door of rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
between Santa Fe and Torrance
these great advantages, and that it north to south will greatly enhance sinng to take advantage of it be- - that the future of Santa Fe so greatly the court house, in the City of Santa fare
Is $5.80 and between Torrance, and
must become them to use their every ' the beauty of the city, and provide a hooves "s to become active in the depends upon it that we must take up Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico,
effort that they may build a ereat magnificent, drive for the comfort, and development of our city that these this matter with vim and energy and sell at public auction to the highest Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
city for the enjoyment of mankind, leisure of visitors and residents of fe'reat advantages may be put to use proceed to bring about conditions and best bidder for cash, in accordand
that
the
our
the
will
of
Fe
make
Santa
that
city
greatest ance with the said decree, the follow
city
that they may take advantage and our city.
...may
,
i
ti ntAl,n
haR
mi j.
i"1'"''
win De tourist city on the American continent
mai a inoiei
If you want anything on earth try
Need of a Hotel.
partake of the great natural blessings
a
one is beyond question and that we are destined to become ing described property,
with which the city is endowed. That
New Mexican Want Ad.
a
That we are gifted with all that na--l .Profitable
and
All
prop
that
smelting
mining
me- - 1 naye submitted the draw- - the
n
our city" is a residence citv is alsolture pouIh hestow nnnn an v on a
greatest city in New Mexico can- erty located at Los Cerrillos, Santa
apparent, the many beautiful homes ticular city is true. Our city is unique ings to a number of the best hotel not be denied, and that all there re- Fe County, New Mexico, constituting
which have been built with the past and unlike any other city in the Uni- - men of tne east and tn middle west mains now to bring about a confirma- a
LADY
smelter, and also the following
have afflxed their approval tion of this statement is that the
few years give evidence to that fact. ted States on account of its age and and
claims located in
or
mines
mining
to
the
t0
stand
entire
have
resolve
pro-inlav"t. and
people of Santa Fe
Increase in Population.
its many and important and interest-it an ideal proposition, and together and build a city on the hill said Cerrillos Mining District, in said Glad to hear of a f ew'pupils
The increase in population is mark
buildings and other sights, and I'nounced
and Territory: The Tom
for German or French
ed and many people are coming wish n Ovnros mv desire that. t.h old tney say that the creation of such an that will be a shining light of a great County
Claim, The Golden
Mining
Payne
Let us
Mexico."
among us with a view of establishing land marks of Santa Fe will be pre- - institution run on a strictly high class empire "New
Box
SautaFeN. M,
446,
Min
Sukie
The
bring ln enormous profits, strive earnestly and forget the past. Eagle Mining Claim,
their future homes here and it seems served and perpetuated. It may notP,an
Jr.
The
Sukie,
Mining
Claim,
a
ing
Investment in the hotel
Begin now and forget old scores, and
to me from observation the city of have been necessary to consider this and
Fe is destined to become the move fifty years ago, but time has 3ect should at least produce 25 per ln looking to our fenow men as to Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
greatest tourist city in the United brought about changes which make cent Profit' tnat the creation of such what he is going to do but each of us The Santiago Mining Claim, together
also 780 W 6th it. S.W Cor. 6th. & Hope Sis
States, and it is not expected to 'be this an urgent demand. I wish it an institution will be profitable to do our very best, Independently of with all improvements thereon;
Los J5.2ig-lmore
or
thirty-fivacres
of
less,
land,
local
this
is
the
with
ouestion
what others do, and
a mannfa.ctiirinff center or pnmtnpp. wara nADctMa
people
h mornVionto rt
spirit
hn
beyond
cial center of any great note, but the Santa Fe could make a trip to the as men wome& and children in our great things can be accomplished for in the southeast quarter of Section 18,
First class fnmllv hn.
greatest asset of the city of Santa Fe eastern cast In a hodv that thev clty w111 Proflt either directly or in-- 1 in unity there is strength, and we Township 14 North, Ranee 8 East. oftplKUROPKAA PLAN
100
one
rooms. 25 private
Also two dwelling houses,
is its natural resources to make it might hear the crying demand of the aireciiy 07 sucn an institution, and 1 must worK witn an eye single to.
baths.
All
outside
fice and assay building, safe, desks,
the ideal tourist city of the United
rooms, best ventilRtari
M
house In the citv:
i
chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
States. That the city is progressing
. u J K."t ihlnck frnm Post i ffl
implements; one bin house with
rapidly is noticeable on every hand,
vei'y heart of city.
Sick
system
'in;i,r'unexcelled
Cures
Biliousness,
mofor comfort
one elevator, one
S i f .M
and that Santa Fe is the most live
crusher,
clears
one roller,
thoroughly
Sour Stomand most progressive city at the presTs prompt attention and
tor, 15 horse-poweIEi.imiW
Headache,
cleanliness Is oar
one screen, 3 feet
ent time is conceded by all who come
sallow complexions of one crushes,
motto: hot And pnii
and
Liver
Toroid
ach.
evon
is
and
iBSS?s
one
it
us,
whispered
two
water anil
among
sampling machines;
by 10;
blotches-It
steam
and
heat.
pimples
chain elevator; one engine, 30 horseery corner that the old city of Santa
RATES 75c davspeclal terms by month
Fe has awakened, a large amount of
im
power; two boilers. 60 horse-poweWalilngton bt, OarM.direct to door.
civic improvements have been made.
one feed pump; one heater with en- I. BARRY, Prop.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
We have Jiany miles of sidewalks,
per-mak-
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CASH

No.
NO 4
GliOCERY AND BAKERY

Lucero Sentenced to Jail Jose
bino Lucero was sentenced to sixty
days in jail at Las Vegas for carrying
a concealed weapon but sentence was
suspended pending good behavior.
Convict Surrenders
Escaped
Montano gave himself up at
Las Vegas and will be returned to the
territorial penitentiary from which he
had escaped to serve out his term for
He had been convicthorsestealing!
ed in Union county and was sentenced
to serve three and a half years. He
had been a model prisoner and had
served two years when he escaped on
July 13 from the claybanks near this
city where he was at work.
Probate Clerk Gayle is Deaa Probate Clerk Fred P. Gayle, who has
held that office for twelve years, died
He was one of
of P.right's disease.
the first settlers in Xew Mexico.
Santa Fe Tied Up By Floods Mne
hundred feet of track were washed
out yesterday at Crookton, Ariz., sixteen miles west of Ash Fork and all
trains are tied up.
Tortured By Robbers Porfirio Vigil and his family were tortured by
robbers who invaded the Vigil house
at Progreso, Torrance county. There
were five masked men and when they
failed to find any money they wrap
ped the members of the family into
sacks and soaked these with oil threatening to light them if the hiding place
of the family wealth was not divulged.
They fired a shot at Mrs. Vigil which
cut a gash in her forehead and she
finally revealed the hiding place of
$180 in cash and a gold watch which
the robbers took and then made their
escape.
Al-

25c
25c

--

--

OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT IS FIRS V
CLAS. ALL KIND OP BREAD, PIES
CAKE, COOKIES. WAPF.RS etc. ON IUND
AND WE WILL PILL
AT ALL TIME-?YOU ORDER FOR ANYTHING SPECIAL

Do nt

Forget!

i

none
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25c

7 Bars Diamond "C" - " Pear White - 6
" "Teepee" a good soap
9
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St. Michael's College

i

Santa Fe, New Mexico
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christian brothers

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC

flnnm

Spokane, "Wash., Jan. 17. Indian
Commissioner Valentine says in his
annual report, just given out by the
department, that the south half of the
Colville reservation in eastern "Washington, northwest of Spokane, may. be
opened to settlement and entry the
middle of 1912. There are more than
2,500 Indians to be allotted, each re
ceiving 80 acres of. land. Clair Hunt
of Colville, Wash., who had charge of
the allotments to the red men on the
'
Spokane reserve, in making progress
with the annraispmpnt nf
unallot
ted lands, but owing to the delays in

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS

RESERVATION
TO BE ALLOTTED.

INDIAN

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

OBITUARIES.
Martinez.
Mrs. Marina Rael ae Martinez died
of pneumonia at 7:30 o'clock yesterday mornin gat the age of 36 years.
Mrs. Martinez had not been very ill
long and her death came as a great
shock to her relatives and many
friends in this city. Besides her husband six children survive her. She
is also survived by her aged father,
J,; Rael, and her
motherj jo!
Antonio J. Rael and her mother, three
o
and three brothers, one of whom,
Rael is foreman of the typographical department of the Santa Fe
Xew Mexican.
The funeral services will take place
at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning at the
Cathedral and all friends and relatives
have been requested to attend. Interment will u'e made in Rosario cemetery.
Mrs. Emma Foster.
Mrs. Emma Foster died here yester
day after a lingering illness. She
came here several months ago from
Albuquerque but her home was in
Grand Rapids, Mich., where her relatives live. She has also a sister residing in Los Angeles. Two children
a boy and a girl, survive her.
Miss Nellie Valentine.
Miss Nellie Valentine died yesterday morning after a lingering illness
at her home, 135 Chapelle street. Miss
Valentine came here in September
from Franklin, Indiana. She is survived by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
E. Valentine.
The body will be sent
this evening to Indiana for interment.
Undertaker J. D. Mulligan has charge
of the arrangements.
Mrs. Carmel Quintana.
Mrs. Carmel Quintana died of pneumonia Saturday at her home on the
Agua Fria road. She was 70 yeaVs of
age. Mrs. Quintana, who was a widow,
leaves two sons. The funeral was
held today at the Church of Our Lady
of Guadalupe, the Wagner undertaking establishment having charge of
Interment was
the arrangements.
made in Guadalupe cemetery.
Mrs. M.
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western steers

4.90;

$46;

and feeders $2.905.50;

heifers

stackers form of government."
and

cows

calves $7.75 10.
Receipts 29,000. Market 5
mixed
higher.
Light $8.408.70;
$S.358.55; heavy $8.408.55; rough
$8.408;60; good to choice heavy
bulk
pigs $7.258.35;
$8.608.85;
$8.608.75.
Receipts 24,000. Market
Sheep
weak to 10 lower. Xative $46;
western $46.10; yearlings $6.758;
lambs, native $6.13 8.70; western
6.258.65.
5.50;

$2

ELECTION

IN

ENGLAND.

Hogs

Excitement Runs High in Contest for
Seats in Parliament. Liberals
Losing Ground.

London, Jan. 17.7 Clear weather
and a host of workers on either side
are usinz thousands of motor cars
aid carriages to convey voters to stations, gave prominence of a record
poll today at the elections. One hunGRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
and four seats were contested
dred
Jan.
Chicago, Jan. 17. Wheat
were in
Of these, thirty-ontoday.
110
May 110
seventy-threand
London
constituties
Corn Jan. 64
May 681-2- .
in provincial boroughs. The city of
Oats Jan and May 44
London itslef is quiet. A. J. Balfour
Pork Jan. 21.80; May 21.92
and Sir F. G. Banbury will doubtless
.
12.171-212.621-2;
Lard Jan.
May
receive
majorities even larger than at
Ribs Jan. 11.75; May 11.60.
the last election. There are a number of the last house, however, whose
Forestry Changes.
The liberals
seats are in danger.
A. B. Becknagel, the past few years
will lose Greenwich and
doubtlessly
sttationed in Xew Mexico has been other London districts.
transferred to Florida to take charge
of timber cruising operations. Thom
to
as Talbott has been transferred
the Arkansas forest with headquarters at Hot Springs. Depuy Supervisor Baltheis will report for duty to Supervisor Goddard at the Datil forest,
E. H. Clapp has completed a detailed
inspection of the Alamo forest near

at

e

5--

e

Albuquerque.

Professor Tight has lately resided at
Roswell, wheer the return of an old
malady compelled him to seek the sea
level in California. He was a sufferer
from severe headaches and it is supposed that his death was caused by
some disease of the brain. Mr. Tight
was an acknowledged
authority on
geology and was a great traveler having made extensive trips through Mex-icand South America, to the latter

a

nd

day

MONEY AND METALS.
Ringleaders in Movement Surrender
Xew York, Jan. 17. Call money 3
"
in Their Fight for Free
2
4
4; prime mercantile paper
Speech.
NO; Mexican dollars 44; Amal. 82;
S. P. 130
Atch. 119; X. Y. C. 119
Spokane, Wash., Jan. '17 Louis
U. P. 192
steel 84
pfd.
Brazier, a British subject' and "offi122.
Xew York, Jan. 17. Lead quiet cial poet" of the Industrial Workers
72
$4.67 2
copper dull, stand- of the World, author of such gems
as "Meet Me in the Jungle Louis" and
ard spot and March $13.12
"Hallelujah, I'm a Bum," and five
silver 52
members of the organization, were
LIVESTOCK.
sentenced by Justice Geo. W. StackKansas City, Mo.. Jan. 17 Cattle er to serve from 15 days to five months
500 for
16,000,
Receipts,
including
alleged conspiracy. Brazier drew
southerns; market, steady to 10 cents the long sentence, having admitted
lower.
Native steers $4.807.40; that he came to Spokane from Califorsouthern steers $4.006.25; southern nia to take part in the fight for free
cows $2.754.50;
native cows and speech. James Wilson, organizer of
heifers $2.C0G.00; stackers and feed- the I. W. W. and editor of the Indusers $3.405.25;
bulls $3.505.10; trial Worker, and E. J. Foote, associcalves $4.008.25;
western' steers ate editor, who were sentenced to six
$4.506.50; western cows $3.005.10. months in the county jail for conspirHogs
Receipts, 11,000; market, acy, on December 3, 1909, advise Jusstrong to 5 cents higher. Bulk of tice Stacker that they have dismisssales $8.308.60; heavy $8.558.65; ed their counsel and will not appeaf
packers and butcher? $8.408.65; from his decision to the Spokane
county superior court, but will serve
light $8.008.50; pigs $6.757.50.
their time. Mayor Pratt looks upon
Sheep
Receipts, 10,000; market, this as a surrender on the
part of the
steady. Muttons $4.756.00; lambs
and says that the end of
ringleaders,
$7.008.65ffi fed "western wethers and the trouble is in sight.
Governor
fed wesfern
yearlings $5.007.50;
the city and county offHay
praises
ewes $4.755.50.
icials for their stand in breaking up.
Chicago, Jan. 17. Cattle Receipts the anarchistic society, "the members
Market 15 to 20 lower. of which," he says, "do not seem to
20,000.
Beeves $47.75; Texas steers $3.90
be able to understand the idea of our

Col. George Wr. Prichard received a
telegram this afternoon announcing
the death in a sanitarium at Glendale,
Calif., of Dr. WTilliam G. Tight, for
several years president of the Univer-

i
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FRESH EGGS

17,

INDUSTRIAL SINGER SENTENCED TO DURANCE VILE.

marketer tiPORT

R.-d-
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procuring returns from the surveys
in the Colville reservation the actual
TAKE A JOY RIDE ON
work of making allotments in several
ty has not begun. Much of the lands,
The Health
of which there are several hundred
AT CORDOVA'S ON GALISTEO STRSE" thousand acres, is timbered others are
Prof. FLAVIO S1LVA Proprietor
adapted to farming and it is known
5c A Ride 5c.
that there are extensive deposits of
7 to 9 p. m.
minerals, including gold, silver, lead
Sunday lto9p. m.
tungsten in the hills.

MONDAY, JANUARY

i

Miss Annie
country accompanying
Peck on one of her famous mountain
climbs. Doctor Tight is survived by
his second wief and a grown-u- p daugh-an-d
ter. He was a native of Ohio.
Alamogordo.
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eastt?e Ladies Garments
O ne-- r ttth Oil

The American Ladies' Tailoring Co., Chicago,
authorizes u- s- as their local agents--tmake
this January announcement.
We have their mammoth Fashion Portfolio, showing in colors all the cream of the Fall
and Winter Styles. And we have samples
of 180 of the very most popular fabrics.
We will have any garment, in any fabric,
made to your individual measure. And we
will give you a discount of 20 percent from
the marvelously low prices we have been

will give you two
On every garment suit, coat or skirt-guarantees.
First, we guarantee absolute satisfaction. If the garment is not
right-n- ot
perfect in fit not all you expect in a tailor-mad- e
need not accept it.
Then we guarantee delivery within two weeks. If we fail by a
single day we wdl forfeit an extra ten per cent. The usual delivery
will be made within ten days,
we

.

--

me

one-fift-

N A THAN

These garments are made for at least two seasons' wear.
e
materials are used throughout, and the work is all
done by hand.
So this means a chance to get tailor-mid- e
garments, good
h
less than the lowest prices at
for two seasons or more, for
which such garments have ever been sold- one-fift-

As most of you know, we have been selling these garments, made
prices-Wto individual measure, at but little more than ready-madhave taken your measurements, and have had the garments
made to fit your figure, style and individuality.
effects the highest class
We have given you all the man-tailutmost in style perfection in fit. All this at half
workmanship-th- e
the usual ladies' tailor prices.
fabrics-saNow we offer, you the same garments-sawor k
h
fibefore.
less
than
at
and
tmanship
We want all of you who prize the utmost ia dress to take advantage of this opportunity.
me

ou

High-grad-

THINK WHAT THIS MEANS

--

gar-ment-y-

TWO SEASONS' WEAR

quoting all season.

or

STOKE OF
QUALITY

TWO GUARANTEES

o

e

THE

e

SUIT FOR $24
A $30
A $20 MADE TO MEASURE COAT FOR $16
ASU RE SKIRT FOR $ 8
A $10 M
MADE-TO-MEASU-

ADE-TO-M-

E

Every other price some higher and some lower-- is reduced
' '
in proportion.
This offer is apt to be quickly withdrawn by the
American Ladies' Tailoring Co, because of loo many
orders. To avoid disappointment, please come at once.
'

ALAON

'

"T

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

